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ABSTRACT
The Kennicutt-Schmidt relation is an empirical power-law linking the surface density
of the star formation rate (ΣSFR) to the surface density of gas (Σgas) averaged over the
observed face of a starforming galaxy (Kennicutt, 1998). The original presentation used
observations of CO to measure gas density and Hα emission to measure the population
of hot, massive young stars (and infer the star formation rate). Observations of ΣSFR
from a census of young stellar objects in nearby molecular clouds in our Galaxy are up
to 17 times higher than the extragalactic relation would predict given their Σgas. These
clouds primarily form low-mass stars that are essentially invisible to star formation rate
tracers. A sample of six giant molecular cloud (GMC) complexes with signposts of
massive star formation was identified in our galaxy. The regions selected have a range
of total luminosity and morphology.
Deep ground-based observations in the near-infrared with NEWFIRM and IRAC
observations with the Spitzer Space Telescope were used to conduct a census of the
young stellar content associated with each of these clouds. The star formation rates
from the stellar census in each of these regions was compared with the star formation
rates measured by extragalactic star formation rate tracers based on monochromatic
mid-infrared luminosities. Far-infrared Herschel observations from 160 through 500 µm
were used to determine the column density and temperature in each region. The region
NGC 6334 served as a test case to compare the Herschel column density measurements
with the measurements for near-infrared extinction.
The combination of the column density maps and the stellar census lets us examine
ΣSFR vs. Σgas for the massive GMCs. These regions are consistent with the results for
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the low-mass molecular clouds, indicating ΣSFR levels that are higher than predicted
based on Σgas. The overall Σgas levels are higher for the massive star forming regions,
indicating that they have a higher fraction of dense gas than the clouds that are forming
primarily low mass stars. There is still significant spread at a given average gas density,
indicating that the star formation history and dense gas fraction play important roles in
determining an individual molecular cloud’s place in a ΣSFR vs. Σgas diagram.
Zooming in, ΣSFR vs. Σgas was examined within the individual clouds, revealing
a decrease relative to the spread that is observed for the average over whole clouds.
The dependence of ΣSFR on Σgas increases significantly above AV ∼ 5 − 10 which is
consistent with previous measurements of a threshold for star formation around AV = 8
or Σgas = 0.04 g cm
−2. NGC 6334 was found to be consistent with a threshold for
massive star formation at Σgas = 1 g cm
−2.
1CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
The formation of stars is the prelude to most areas of both Galactic and extragalac-
tic astronomy. Today the astronomical community has arrived at a consensus for how
a small star (with a mass comparable to the Sun) could form in a relatively isolated
environment within a portion of a giant molecular cloud (GMC) that has undergone a
runaway gravitational collapse.
Of course, advances in observation and theory have shown us that this simplistic
picture, while easy to grasp, is only a small portion of the star formation process. The
launch of the Spitzer Space Telescope in 2004 revolutionized how space based infrared
astronomy has improved our understanding of how stars form. A major effort by Spitzer
was to survey all the star forming molecular clouds within 500 parsecs of the Sun with
two key programs, the Cores to Disks (c2d) (Evans et al., 2009) and the Gould Belt
Survey (GBS ) (Harvey et al., 2008; Kirk et al., 2009; Peterson et al., 2011; Spezzi et al.,
2011; Hatchell et al., 2012). One of these nearby regions is Serpens-Aquila (shown in
Figure 1.1), the formation site of a small cluster of low mass stars.
Observed young stellar objects (YSOs) are typically divided into classes that serve
as a proxy for their evolutionary state. A cartoon depiction of the various stages in the
early evolution of a low-mass star is shown in Figure 1.2. The formation of a star begins
with the gravitational collapse of a pocket of over-dense gas within a larger molecular
cloud, depicted in Figure 1.2a. The free-falling gas converts the gravitational potential
energy into thermal kinetic energy, increasing the gas temperature and pressure. When
the pressure rises sufficiently it is able to slow the collapse at the center forming the first
2Figure 1.1 The Spitzer view of the Serpens-Aquila star forming region from Gutermuth
(2008).
hydrostatic core where the competing forces of pressure and gravity balance (Figure 1.2b).
Real objects at this stage are referred to as Class 0 YSOs, representing the first
stages of the formation of an individual star (or binary system). Observationally, these
objects are dominated by the emission from the optically thick envelope of gas. A bipolar
outflow develops as material falls in towards the central plane and forms a disk due to
the net angular momentum of the gas. As the outflow strengthens and begins to carve
out the envelope surrounding the bipolar outflow the object is classified as a protostar
(Figure 1.2c). Objects that are observed to have emission from both an optically thick
3envelope and a circumstellar disk are termed Class I YSOs, and are often observed with
accompanying bipolar jets and outflows.
As the envelope dissipates and becomes optically thin, the long-wavelength emission
of the young star is dominated by the emission from the disk. At this stage the object
is called a Class II YSO. Relatively low mass stars that are at the late stages of Class II
objects are also called T Tauri stars, depicted in Figure 1.2d. Stars with approximately 2
to 8 times the mass of the Sun, called intermediate mass stars, are referred to as Herbig
Ae/Be stars when they reach this stage. As the disk also dissipates the star is left with
very little circumstellar material (depicted in Figure 1.2e), moving the observed spectrum
towards that of a standard main sequence star. Objects observed at this relatively late
stage are called Class III YSOs. The final stage in the formation of a star like our Sun
presumably involves the collection of the remnant circumstellar material into planets and
orbiting debris such as asteroids and comets, illustrated in Figure 1.2f.
The proximity of the regions from the GBS and c2d programs provides two observa-
tional advantages. First, our telescopes easily resolve the individual young stars as they
form, decreasing the incidence of pairs or clusters of stars that are confused (blended
together) and observed as a single source. Second, Spitzer has the sensitivity necessary
to detect all the stars that form in these regions, from stars barely massive enough to
fuse hydrogen into helium through a scattered handful of intermediate mass stars. The
intermediate mass stars have higher surface temperatures and a shorter lifetime on the
main sequence, but they do not have the significant levels of ionizing ultraviolet radia-
tion required to rapidly carve out vast chasms within the molecular clouds in which they
form.
The stars with these capabilities are known as high mass stars (M > 8 M), and they
are in short supply in our local Galactic neighborhood. Massive stars have incredibly
high temperature and pressure in their cores, leading to rapid fusion and subsequent
short lifetimes on the main sequence (the hydrogen burning phase of stellar evolution).
4Figure 1.2 A cartoon depicting the evolutionary stages occurring during the formation
of a relatively low-mass star like our Sun from Greene (2001).
These short lifetimes mean that the stars will be born and die closely associated with
the molecular clouds from which they formed.
Molecular clouds span a range of masses, with high mass clouds containing gas with
as much mass as 10,000 to 1,000,000 times the mass of the Sun. The clouds with the
largest masses are also the most likely to form high mass stars, so these clouds are called
massive star forming regions. The closest massive star forming region to our Sun is in
the constellation Orion. The constellation Orion, a familiar sight in the nighttime sky,
provides examples of multiple stages of stellar formation and evolution. Some of the
massive young stars in Orion, such as the bright blue star Rigel at his knee, have formed
millions of years ago and appear to be relatively isolated from the rest of the young stars
in the complex and spread over nearly a hundred parsecs projected distance on the sky.
5Figure 1.3 The Orion Nebula as imaged by the Spitzer Space Telescope and the Hubble
Space Telescope.
Just below Orion’s belt we find the Great Orion Nebula and the Orion Nebula Cluster,
a compact collection of several thousand young stars formed within the last two million
years. Figure 1.3 shows a combined Spitzer and Hubble view of the Orion Nebula Cluster.
The central stars of the Great Orion Nebula, the Trapezium, are a set of four stars with
masses up to 30 to 40 times the mass of our Sun. The powerful ultraviolet radiation from
these stars has ionized the remaining gas within the Great Orion Nebula and continues
to expand, eroding away the nearby dense molecular cloud material. Other young stars
near the Trapezium cluster have much lower mass and evolve much slower. These low
mass stars are still shrouded by the molecular material in their disks and envelopes, but
the circumstellar material is being externally evaporated by the strong ultraviolet flux
6and stellar winds from the Trapezium stars. The region surrounding the massive stars
dominated by their UV flux is known as an HII region, indicating that the majority of
the hydrogen gas is in an ionized state (as opposed to a neutral atomic or molecular
state).
Another of the best studied and closest locations of young stars is the Taurus Molec-
ular cloud. In contrast to Orion, Taurus hosts only low mass stars spread diffusely over
tens of square degrees on the sky. The stars in Taurus form in relative isolation, provid-
ing a relatively simple laboratory in which to investigate some of the physical processes
involved in the formation of a low mass star. Relatively simple environments such as
Taurus make it easy to understand how an individual star forms. However, to obtain
a more complete picture of how stars form, it is critical to study extremely energetic
environments (massive star forming regions). There are two primary motivations for
this study.
The first motivation is that approximately half of all stars, potentially including our
Sun, form within massive star forming regions. The wind and radiation from the massive
stars expand through their molecular clouds, driving out the molecular gas. The process
of star formation has relatively low efficiency, meaning that a typical molecular cloud
may convert only 10% of its mass (or less) into stars before the molecular cloud disperses
and star formation ceases. The gravitational potential of these clouds is still dominated
by the molecular material which, even after stars have begun forming, will still make up
90% of the total mass of the cloud + young stars system. The radiation pressure and
stellar winds from the stars disperse the natal molecular cloud and simultaneously weaken
the gravitational potential of the young clusters. As the clusters age and orbit around
the center of our galaxy (on time scales of a few hundred million years) gravitational
interactions will scatter and disperse the majority of star clusters.
Current evidence suggests that our Sun was exposed to a relatively nearby supernova
explosion during the early stages of the formation of our Solar System (Looney et al.,
72006). Although supernova explosions are relatively rare in the part of the Galaxy where
we find ourselves today, a nearby supernova would have been likely had the Sun formed in
a massive star forming region containing 103 - 104 stars, such as Orion. This suggests our
own Sun formed within a massive star forming region and was eventually scattered out
or dispersed. Over the last 4.5 billion years, corresponding to approximately 20 Galactic
orbits, the stars from our initial cluster will have mixed with the rest of our galaxy until
our precise origin and the other stars that formed within the same molecular cloud as us,
become nearly impossible to know – although recent studies have begun to identify the
first stars with the same “chemical tagging” as our Sun indicating a potential common
originating molecular cloud (Ramı´rez et al., 2014). Developing a better understanding
of how the environment of massive star forming regions affects the formation of stars like
the Sun will improve our understanding of where we came from.
The second motivation for the study of massive star forming regions is the desire to
understand the process of star formation on cosmologic scales. When we observe distant
galaxies our telescopes do not have the sensitivity or spatial resolution necessary to detect
individual young stars and count them up to determine the rate at which stars form.
To estimate the rate of star formation in distant galaxies we have to make observations
that trace the presence of young stars. These many different observable star formation
tracers include ultraviolet radiation, far-infrared luminosity and Hα luminosity, all telling
us about the population of massive stars formed within the last tens of millions of years.
In 1959, Schmidt made the conjecture that the rate of star formation (per unit vol-
ume) within a galaxy would be dependent on the density of the gas within that galaxy
(Schmidt, 1959). Kennicutt (1998) found observational support for Schmidts conjec-
ture using the line of sight averaged quantities of the gas surface density (Σgas) and the
star formation rate surface density (ΣSFR). Kennicutt observed a large sample of star-
forming galaxies that spanned many orders of magnitude in gas density and included
both normal star-forming spiral galaxies as well as starburst galaxies, the transitory
8phase of extremely fast and efficient star formation that typically occurs during galaxy
interactions and mergers. Kennicutt observed the Hα emission from these galaxies to
trace their recent star formation activity and found a strong power-law relation between
Σgas and ΣSFR across the full observed range of gas surface densities (Figure 1.4) with
ΣSFR ∝ Σ1.4±0.15gas .
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of the gas, with N\ 1.5 expected for a constant mean scale
height, a reasonable approximation for the galaxies and
starbursts considered here. Although this is hardly a robust
derivation, it does show that a global Schmidt law with
ND 1.5 is physically plausible.
In a variant of this argument, andSilk (1997) Elmegreen
have suggested a generic form of the star formation(1997)
law, in which the SFR surface density scales with the ratio
of the gas density to the local dynamical timescale :
&SFRP
&gas
qdyn
P&gas)gas , (6)
where refers in this case to the local orbital timescale ofqdynthe disk, and ) is the angular rotation speed. Models of this
general class have been studied previously by Wyse (1986)
and & Silk though with di†erent scalings ofWyse (1989),
the gas density and separate treatment of the atomic and
molecular gas. might be expected to hold if, forEquation (6)
example, star formation triggering by spiral arms or bars
were important, in which case the SFR would scale with
orbital frequency. To test this idea, we compiled rotation
velocities for the galaxies in Tables and and used them1 2
to derive a characteristic value of for each disk. Theqdyntimescale was deÐned arbitrarily as 2nR/V (R)\ 2n/qdyn)(R), the orbit time at the outer radius R of the star-forming
region. The mean orbit time in the star-forming disk is
sm ller than deÐned in this way, by a factor of 1È2,qdyndepending on the form of the rotation curve and the radial
distribution of gas in the disk. We chose to deÐne and )qdynat the outer edge of the disk to avoid these complications.
T bles nd list the adopted values, in units of 108 yr.1 2
Face-on galaxies or those with poorly determined
(rotational) velocity Ð lds wer excluded from the a alysi .
shows the relationship between the observedFigure 7
SFR density and for our sample. The solid line is&gas/qdyn
FIG. 7.ÈRelation between the SFR for the normal disk and starburst
samples and the ratio of the gas density to the disk orbital timescale, as
described in the text. The symbols are the same as in The line is aFig. 6.
median Ðt to the normal disk sample, with the slope Ðxed at unity as
predicted by equation (7).
not a Ðt but simply a line of slope unity that bisects the
relation for normal disks. This alternate prescription for the
star formation law provides a surprisingly good Ðt to the
data, both in terms of the slope and the relatively small
scatter about the mean relation. When compared over the
entire density range, the observed law is slightly shallower
than predicted by (slopeD0.9 instead of 1) ; onequation (7)
the other hand, the Ðt to the normal disk sample is as tight
as a Schmidt law. The zero point of the line corresponds to
a SFR of 21% of the gas mass per orbit at the outer edge of
the disk. Since the average orbit time within the star-
forming disk is about half that at the disk edge, this implies
a simple parametrization of the local star formation law,
&SFR^ 0.017&gas)gas ; (7)
in other words, the SFR isD10% of the available gas mass
per orbit.
From a strictly empirical point of view, the Schmidt law
in and the kinematical law in o†erequation (4) equation (7)
two equally valid parametrizations for the global SFRs in
galaxies, and either can be employed as a recipe in models
and numerical simulations. It is unclear whether the kine-
matic model can Ðt the radial distribution of star formation
as well as a Schmidt law, and we plan to explore this in
Paper II.
The two parametrizations also o†er two distinct interpre-
tations of the observation that the star formation efficiency
in central starbursts is much higher than that found in
quiescent star-forming disks (e.g., et al.Young 1986 ;
& Sage et al. In the SchmidtSolomon 1988 ; Sanders 1991).
law picture, the higher efficiencies in starbursts are simply a
consequence of their much higher gas densities. For a given
index N, the SFR per unit gas mass will scale as and&gas(N~1)hence for the law observed here roughly as The central&gas0.4.starbursts have characteristic gas densities that are 100È
10,000 times higher than the average for normal disks ;
hence, we would expect the global star formation effi-
ciencies to be 6È40 times higher, as observed. In the alterna-
tive picture in which the SFR is presumed to scale with
the high SFRs and star formation efficiencies in&gas/qdyn,starburst galaxies simply reÑect the smaller physical scales
and shorter dynamical timescales in these compact central
regions. It is difficult to di†erentiate between these alterna-
tives with disk-averaged measurements alone, and since the
global star formation law is mainly useful as an empirical
parametrization, the distinction may not be important.
Deeper insight into the physical nature of the star formation
law requires spatially resolved data for individual disks, of
the kind that will be analyzed in Paper II.
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data analyzed in this paper, and it is a pleasure to thank
them. The KPNO data used in this paper were obtained as
part of other projects in collaboration with R. Braun,
R. Walterbos, and P. Hodge. C. Martin worked on the
reduction of the spatially resolved Ha data shown in Figure
3. I am also grateful to J. Black, J. Ostriker, S. Sakai,
P. Solomon, S. White, and especially J. Silk for comments
and suggestions about early versions of this work. I am also
grateful to the anonymous referee for several comments that
improved the paper. Some of the data used in this paper
were obtained on the 2.3 m Bok telescope at Steward
Observatory. This research was supported by the National
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Figure 1.4 The relation between Σgas and ΣSFR observed for normal disk galaxi s (filled
circles), the central regions of normal spira galaxies (open circles) and s a -
burst galaxies (squares) from Kennicutt (1998).
Many groups have investigated the origin of the Kennicutt-Schmidt relation in sim-
ulations of both cloud-scale and galaxy-scale star formation. The particular value of the
power-law’s spectral index may depend on the relative influence of turbulent motions
in the interstellar medium (ISM), magnetic field support, and stellar feedback such as
stellar winds and radiation. However, simulations are heavily influenced by the input
assumptions such as the critical density threshold for star formation, the efficiency of star
formation and the strength and role of stellar feedback. Different groups have produced
9α=1.4 (Krumholz & McKee 2005; Elmegreen 2002), with other groups finding a linear (or
sub-linear) Kennicutt-Schmidt relation and other groups finding α = 1.78 (Silk, 1997).
However, most of the simulations are able to come up with a single powerlaw that is a
reasonable fit to ΣSFR vs. Σgas.
The mystery comes in when we return our attention to Spitzer c2d and GBS studies
of the Galactic star forming regions that are closest to the Sun. Starting with the
Kennicutt-Schmidt conjecture that higher gas surface densities should lead to a higher
rate of star formation the c2d and GBS teams compared how well the Kennicutt-Schmidt
α = 1.4 empirical relation fit their observations of low mass star forming regions near the
Sun. As seen in Figure 1.5, the star formation rates observed were up to 17 times higher
than the prediction from the Kennicutt-Schmidt relation (Heiderman et al., 2010).
There are many factors that could lead to the observed offset between the Galactic
star forming regions and the empirical relation derived from extragalactic observations.
One factor to consider is that the c2d and GBS programs looked at low mass star forming
regions that are essentially invisible to the tracers of star formation that are applied in
extragalactic studies. This could indicate that there is a physical difference between the
process of low mass star formation and high mass star formation that would lead to much
lower star formation efficiency within massive star forming regions. Another explanation
is that due to observational effects, the Kennicutt-Schmidt relation simply does not hold
on the small scales we consider when we look at our Galactic star forming regions.
In order to determine whether there is a physical difference between the process of
star formation in low mass and high mass star forming regions we have observed a sample
of the most luminous and active star forming regions in our galaxy, some of the best local
analogs to the regions that dominate the integrated emission of star forming galaxies.
Chapter 2 describes the observational program and process of data reduction. Chapter 3
presents the methods used to identify the young stellar objects in the star forming regions
observed. Chapter 4 describes how to use the observed candidate young stellar objects
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We compute Mgas,cloud by summing up all pixels (∑AV ) above
AV = 2 in all clouds except for Serpens and Ophiuchus which
are covered by the c2d survey completely down to AV = 6 and
3, respectively. Mgas,cloud is then
Mgas,cloud = µmH
(
1.086Cext(V )
)−1 ×∑AV × Apixel
≈ 1.58 × 10−36 ×
∑( AV
mag
)
×
(
Apixel
cm2
)
(M$),
(5)
where the mean molecular weight (µ) is 1.37, the total number
of hydrogen atoms is N(H) ≡ N(H i) + 2N(H2), and we assume
a standard molecular cloud composition of 63% hydrogen, 36%
helium, and 1% dust, mH is the mass of hydrogen in grams,
the area of a pixel in square cm (Apixel) in the extinction map
is (pi/180/3600)2 D(cm)2R(′′)2, where R(′′) is the pixel size
in arcseconds, and Acloud is the area of the cloud measured in
square pc. We divideMgas,cloud by the area to obtain Σgas,cloud for
each cloud:
Σgas,cloud =
(
Mgas,cloud
M$
)
×
(
Acloud
pc2
)−1
(M$ pc−2) (6)
Σgas,cloud = 15
(
AV
mag
)
(M$ pc−2). (7)
Measured cloud properties for c2d and GB clouds within a
contour of AV > 2 or AV completeness limit are shown in
Table 1.
2.2. Estimating Star Formation Rates from YSO Counts
We estimate the SFR from the total number of YSOs
(NYSO,tot) contained in an area where AV > 2, as described
in Section 2.1. We assume a mean YSO mass (〈MYSO〉) of 0.5±
0.1M$, where the mean estimated error in mass is derived from
the mass distribution of YSOs in Cha II from Spezzi et al. (2008).
The mean YSO mass is consistent with IMF studies by Chabrier
(2003), Kroupa (2002), and Ninkovic & Trajkovska (2006). We
also assume a period for star formation (tClass II) of 2 ± 1 Myr,
based on the estimate of the elapsed time between formation
and the end of the Class II phase (Evans et al. 2009). This SFR
assumes that star formation has been continuous over a period
greater than tClass II. All clouds have Class III objects, indicating
that star formation has continued for longer than tClass II. The SFR
measured in this way could be underestimated or overestimated
in any particular cloud, but over an ensemble of 20 clouds, it
should be the most reliable SFR indicator available because no
extrapolation from the massive star tail of the IMF is needed.
We base our error estimates by choosing the largest error from
either the systematic error, combined in quadrature from mean
YSO mass and period of star formation, or the Poisson error
from YSO number counts.
ΣSFR = NYSO,tot ×
( 〈MYSO〉
M$
)
×
(
tClass II
Myr
)−1
×
(
Acloud
kpc2
)−1
(M$ yr−1 kpc−2). (8)
Table 1 lists values for clouds within a contour of AV > 2
for all c2d and GB clouds. We show our estimated Σgas,cloud and
ΣSFR for the c2d and GB clouds in Figure 1. Σgas,cloud ranges
from ∼50 to 140 M$ pc−2, and ΣSFR ranges from ∼0.4 to
Figure 1. ΣSFR is shown vs. the Σgas for c2d and GB clouds (cyan squares). All
cloud Σgas are measured above AV > 2 (or the cloud completeness limit, see
Section 2.1). We also include an estimate for the Taurus molecular cloud (black
square) which includes YSO counts from Rebull et al. (2010) and an AV > 2
gas mass from Pineda et al. (2010). Extragalactic observed relations are shown
for the sample of Kennicutt (1998b) and Bigiel et al. (2008) (blue solid and red
lines, respectively). The Krumholz et al. (2009) prediction for the total (H i +
CO) gas star formation law for the galactic metallicity and a clumping factor of
1 corresponding to ∼100 pc scales is also shown (orange line).
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
3.4 M$ kpc−2 yr−1. We use these units for convenience in
comparing to the extragalactic relations.
We compare the observations to the predicted values for ΣSFR
using Σgas,cloud that we calculate for the c2d and GB clouds. We
plot these extragalactic relations in Figure 1 and will include
them in all the following SFR–gas relation figures. The solid
lines represent the regime where they were fitted to data and
the dashed lines are extrapolated relations spanning the range
of Σgas. The blue line is from disk-averaged or global SFR
measurements based on Hα emission and the total (H i + CO)
gas surface densities in a sample of normal spirals and starburst
galaxies from Kennicutt (1998b). The red line is from Bigiel
et al. (2008), who made sub-kpc resolution measurements in
a sample of spiral and dwarf galaxies using SFRs based on a
combination of Spitzer 24 µm and Galaxy Evolution Explorer
(GALEX) UV data and use CO measurements to obtain a relation
for H2 gas surface density. Both of these studies trace either
obscured (24 µm) or unobscured (Hα and UV) massive star
formation and are blind to regions of low-mass star formation
that we are measuring in this work. We also compare to the
theoretical total (H i + CO) gas and SFR relation of Krumholz
et al. (2009; orange solid line). This prediction takes into
account three factors: the conversion of atomic to molecular
gas, metallicity, and clumping of the gas. For our comparisons,
we choose galactic solar metallicity and a clumping factor of 1,
which corresponds to clumping on 100 pc scales. We include
data points for the Taurus molecular cloud, including YSO
counts from Rebull et al. (2010), Σgas from a 2MASS extinction
map (Pineda et al. 2010), and the total 13CO and 12CO gas mass
from Goldsmith et al. (2008).
If we take the average Σgas,cloud defined as the total Mgas,cloud
divided by the total area (Acloud) in pc2, we would find that
Figure 1.5 Σgas and ΣSFR fo nearby star f ming regions (squares) compared to the
extragalactic trend for galaxies (Kennicutt / blue solid line), kiloparsec scales
within galaxies (Bigiel, red dashed line) and a theoretical prediction for
both ato ic and molecular g s (Krumholz, orange solid line). Figure from
Heidermann et al. (2010)
and star formation tracers to determine the star formation rate for a molecular cloud.
Chapter 5 illustrates how to determine the mass and structure of molecular clouds using a
variety of infrared observations. Chapter 6 investigates the Kennicutt-Schmidt relation to
compare how the process of star formation varies in low mass, high mass, and in extreme
“mini-starburst” star forming regions. Chapter 7 examines how the star formation rate
and efficiency vary within individual star forming regions, and Chapter 8 summarizes
this dissertation and describe directions of future work. Portions of the material in this
dissertation have been modified from a manuscript published in the Astrophysical Journal
and two additional manuscripts that will be submitted to the Astrophysical Journal.
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CHAPTER 2. OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION
2.1 Introduction
This chapter describes the target massive star forming regions and the observations
and primary methods of data reduction and analysis that are used for the subsequent
analysis in this dissertation. Portions of this chapter have been previously published in
the Astrophysical Journal.
2.2 Target Selection
Our sample of massive star forming regions was selected from the (Bronfman et al.,
1996) survey of CS(2-1) towards IRAS sources. The regions selected have a high ratio of
far infrared luminosity to gas mass, an indication that these regions have embedded
massive star formation (Bronfman et al., 2000). The regions are all located in the
southern sky in the 4th Galactic quadrant between l = 351◦ and l = 300◦, so we will call
this sample of six massive star forming regions the ‘4th Quadrant’ regions as a short hand.
The regions are located between Galactic latitudes b = −1.2◦ and b = 1.3◦, placing them
within the disk of the Milky Way Galaxy. The distance to each region can be derived
by comparing the velocity of the molecular line observations to the Galactic rotation
curve. The approximate location of each region based on their kinematic distances can
be seen in Figure 2.1. The yellow lines mark the boundaries of the 4th Quadrant. The
star forming regions generally lie along a spiral arm of our galaxy (Scutum-Centaurus),
as expected for the majority of giant molecular cloud complexes based on observations
12
of other spiral galaxies. The list of targets is presented in Table 2.1.
Figure 2.1 An artist’s conception of the structure of the Milky Way Galaxy based on
observations from the GLIMPSE programs (Churchwell et al. 2010). Black
circles mark the approximate locations of the 4th Quadrant regions studied.
2.2.1 NGC 6334
One of the nearest examples of intense massive star formation in our galaxy is NGC
6334, colloquially known as the Cat’s Paw Nebula. NGC 6334 is a large (M > 105 M)
molecular cloud complex centered at Galactic coordinates l = 351◦, b = 0.7◦. High mass
O and B type stars have been detected both in clusters and dispersed throughout the
entire molecular cloud complex, with a recent UBVR survey estimating up to 150 OB
stars, most deeply embedded within the cloud (Russeil et al., 2012). The central portion
of the cloud consists of a dense dusty ridge extending approximately 10 pc parallel to the
Galactic Plane hosting multiple sites of massive star formation. Historically, different
nomenclature has been used to describe the brightest radio and far-infrared sources in
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Table 2.1 The Target Sample of 4th Quadrant Massive Star Forming Regions
Region RA (2000) DEC (2000) Observed Size Distance
[pc]
G305-1940 13:11:28.3 -62:39:46 0.47◦ × 0.41◦ 4
G326-447 15:41:46.8 -53:59:42.9 0.51◦ × 0.49◦ 2.80
G326-655 15:45:06.5 -54:07:57 0.44◦ × 0.45◦ 2.68
G333- 16:21:34.3 -50:27:04 0.45◦ × 0.37◦ 3.41
G351-633 17:29:11.2 -36:43:34 0.45◦ × 0.42◦ 2.34
NGC 6334 17:20:04.0 -35:53:09.74 1.2◦ × 0.9◦ 1.6
this region. We are using the A,C,D,E,F radio source labels from Rodriguez et al. (1982),
the roman numeral I,II,III,IV and V FIR source names from McBreen et al. (1979) and
the I(N) reference from Gezari (1982). Sources that are detected in both the radio and
far-infrared continuum we will refer to by both designations, e.g. NGC 6334 I/F. In
Figure 2.2 I show some of the main features in NGC 6334. The sources NGC 6334
I(N) and I/F are among the farthest north in the ridge and are also extremely young.
NGC 6334 I(N), a deeply embedded protocluster of massive stars, has recently been
studied extensively with observatories such as Herschel and the Sub-Millimeter Array
(SMA)(Brogan et al., 2009). Just to the south of these sources is NGC 6334 II/D, a
small well-defined HII region that contains a cluster including approximately 90 Zero
Age Main Sequence (ZAMS) B-type stars (Tapia, Persi, & Roth, 1996). NGC 6334 V
is another young far-infrared source that is driving a massive molecular outflow (Fischer
et al., 1982). NGC 6334 III/C and NGC 6334 IV/A are also joint far-infrared and radio
sources, each surrounding a late O-type star and having Lbol > 10
5L. Most of the strong
radio sources are affiliated with one of the optically visible OB stars. The four sources
detected in both radio and the far infrared indicate relatively young sites of massive star
formation. The two additional far infrared sources, NGC 6334 I(N) and NGC 6334 V,
lack significant radio emission. This indicates that these regions, if they are forming
massive stars, are at a very early stage of evolution prior to the onset of high UV flux
from the stellar photosphere.
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Figure 2.2 The NGC 6334 star forming region with the positions of ionizing OB stars
(circles) and prominent radio (plusses) and far-infrared sources (boxes)
marked. The diamonds mark sources detected in both the far infrared and
radio.
This diversity of environments within NGC 6334 provides a unique laboratory to
study massive star formation at all stages of pre-main sequence evolution. In addition,
as NGC 6334 is one of the closest sites of massive star formation to the Sun (1.61± 0.08
kpc, Persi & Tapia 2008), we are also able to characterize the large population of low
mass stars the cloud is producing. Prior to the work in this dissertation, there had been
no deep, extensive near- and mid- infrared surveys covering the entire NGC 6334 star
forming complex in a systematic way. Shallow observations in the mid-infrared include
the Galactic Legacy Infrared Mid-Plane Survey Extraordinaire (GLIMPSE, Benjamin et
al. 2003; Churchwell et al. 2009) and the MIPS Inner Galactic Plane Survey (MIPSGAL,
Carey et al. 2009) programs using the Infrared Array Camera (Fazio et al., 2004) and the
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Multiband Imaging Photometer for Spitzer (MIPS, Rieke et al. 2004) onboard the Spitzer
Space Telescope (Werner et al., 2004). Deep ground-based near-infrared observations
have targeted small portions of the cloud (e.g. Tapia, Persi, & Roth 1996), and shallow
low resolution studies of the whole cloud have also been completed (e.g. Straw & Hyland
1989).
2.2.2 G305
The most distant star forming region in our sample is G305.1940 (G305). This
complex lies at approximately 4 kiloparsecs and is one of the most massive (M > 6×105
M, Hindson et al. 2010) and luminous (log(Lbol) = 5.94, Urquhart et al. 2013) star
forming regions in the Galaxy (Clark & Porter, 2004). The complex displays a ring
like morphology of bright mid-infrared emission approximately 30 pc in diameter that
surrounds two optically visible open clusters, Danks 1 & Danks 2 (Davies et al., 2012).
The complex contains at least one Wolf-Rayet star but no red supergiants, placing the
onset of star formation in the region around 3 - 5 million years ago (Faimali et al., 2012).
Star formation appears to be continuing today in the ring structure surrounding Danks 1
& 2, indicated by results from the Spitzer GLIMPSE program that found an over-density
of young stars with infrared excess distributed along the nebular emission surrounding
the two massive clusters (Indebetouw et al., 2005). Based on the Spitzer GLIMPSE and
Herschel Hi-GAL observations of this star forming complex (Faimali et al., 2012) derived
a star formation rate of 0.01 - 0.02 M yr−1.
2.2.3 G326
Two of the star forming regions in our sample lie at approximately l = 326◦. The two
fields we have observed, which we call G326-4 and G326-6 are centered at l = 326.4◦,
b = 0.9◦ and l = 326.6◦, b = 0.5◦ respectively. These fields contain four IRAS point
sources (IRAS 15384-5348, IRAS 15394-5358, IRAS 15408-5356 and IRAS 15411-5352 )
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with kinematic distances from CS(2-1) emission detected by Bronfman et al. (1996)
placing them at 2.7 - 2.8 kpc. Each of the IRAS sources has FIR colors that match
ultra-compact HII (UCHII) regions and SIMBA measurements of the 1.2 mm flux in
these sources estimate that each contains approximately 103M worth of material. The
total luminosity of the four IRAS sources is estimated to be log(Lbol) = 5.6 (Fau´ndez
et al., 2004). Observations with the Australian Telescope Compact Array at 4.8 GHz
identified a linear feature extending westward from IRAS 15384-5348 that may indicate
the presence of an outflow from a high mass protostellar source (Mart´ın-Herna´ndez et
al., 2003). Three of the four IRAS sources lie on the edge of a roughly circular cavity
(r = 4.1′) centered at l = 326.675◦, b = 0.535◦ approximately 6.4 pc in diameter assuming
a distance of 2.8 kpc, corresponding to the HII region RCW 95. A catalog of Spitzer-
identified Infrared Dark Clouds (IRDCs) identified several dozen sources in this field
(Peretto & Fuller , 2009). The morphology and colors of the different sources in the
field indicate that the different components of the complex are in different evolutionary
states. G326-6 hosts the largest HII region in the field as well as most of the bright IRAS
sources including IRAS 15408-5356. Most of G326-4 is dark in the near-infrared images
with extremely bright and red point sources clustered near IRAS 15394-5358. G326-4
contains both filamentary IRDCs as well as the smaller HII region associated with IRAS
15384-5348.
2.2.4 G333
The star forming region G333, also known as RCW 106, is another of the most lu-
minous star forming regions in our galaxy with log(Lbol) = 6.28 at a distance of 3.6 kpc
(Urquhart et al., 2013). The region has a backbone of molecular gas that extends at least
50 parsecs in a roughly north-east to south-west direction across the star forming region,
with significant diffuse material extending tens of parsecs off of the ridge. Massive star
formation activity is concentrated in pockets along this ridge indicated by the presence
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of compact HII regions. SIMBA 1.2 mm observations suggest the mass of the giant
molecular cloud complex is on the order of 105 M (Mookerjea et al., 2004). Our obser-
vations cover only the central 0.5◦ × 0.4◦ of this field centered at l = 333.3◦,b = −0.4◦.
In this work we adopt the distance estimate 3.45 kpc from (Bronfman et al., 2000) for
comparison to earlier works.
2.2.5 G351
Early observations of G351 resolved the region into two HII regions using radio recom-
bination line observations at 5 GHz (Caswell, 1972), one centered at l = 351.6◦,b = −1.3◦
and the other centered at l = 351.7◦,b = −1.2◦. Subsequent far-infrared observations
using a balloon-borne detector operating at 150 microns, combined with IRAS to detect
7 sources with LIR between 1.1 and 128× 104L (Ghosh et al., 1990). G351.6-1.3 corre-
sponds to an embedded O4 star, while G351.7-1.2 is best fit by multiple sources rather
than a single dominating heat source. The other five far-infrared sources Ghosh et al.
(1990) detected would correspond to ZAMS stars with spectral types between B0 and
O6 if a single star heated each. Data from the Two Micron All Sky Survey (2MASS) led
to the identification of two additional infrared star clusters associated with the nebula
(Bica et al., 2003).
2.3 Observations
The data sets that form the basis of this dissertation are wide-field near- and mid-
infrared observations of our 6 target massive star forming regions. Where relevant and
available, additional data at different wavelengths (e.g. x-ray and far-infrared) were re-
trieved from the archives to supplement the infrared maps. These ancillary data products
will be described in the specific chapters where they are relevant.
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2.3.1 Spitzer Observations
We observed a 1.2◦ by 0.9◦ region covering NGC 6334 (shown in Figure 2.3) using
IRAC during Spitzer’s cryogenic mission on 2008 September 21 (PID 30154) at 3.6, 4.5,
5.8, and 8.0 µm. We mapped the region with a grid of 13 by 11 tiles in 2 epochs spaced
by 6 hours with 3 dither positions per tile per epoch. The two epochs were intended to
be scheduled 6 months apart (to allow variability studies) but were then executed back
to back to ensure completion of the dataset before exhaustion of the cryogen. The region
observed corresponds to approximately 33 by 25 parsecs at a distance of 1.6 kpc.
2 pc N
E
Figure 2.3 The IRAC view of NGC 6334. The red channel is the 8.0 µm data, the green
channel is the 4.5 µm data, and the blue channel is the 3.6 µm data.
We used IRAC’s 12 s frame time High Dynamic Range (HDR) mode, which acquired
consecutive individual observations with exposure times of 0.4 and 10.4 seconds. The long
exposures probe the faint stellar population in the cloud while the addition of the short
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exposure observations allow for the recovery of bright sources that are saturated in the
long exposure frames. Due to the short interval between the two epochs, both epochs were
combined to produce the final mosaics. The 858 individual Basically Calibrated Frames
(BCD, processed with the Spitzer IRAC pipeline version S18.7.0) for each exposure time
were mosaicked together using the IRACproc package (Schuster et al., 2006) to perform
outlier rejection and bad pixel masking. IRACproc is a PDL wrapper script for the
standard Spitzer Science Center mosaicking software MOPEX (Makovoz & Khan, 2005)
that has been enhanced for better cosmic ray rejection. Each mosaic was re-sampled
from the native IRAC resolution of 1.22′′ per pixel to 0.86267′′ per pixel and projected
onto a common world coordinate system grid. The final mosaics combined a median of
6 dither positions per pixel for an effective integration time of 62.4 seconds per pixel in
each long exposure mosaic and 2.4 seconds in the short exposure mosaic. The bright
nebular emission along the central ridge of NGC 6334 severely saturated the central
portion of the long exposure mosaic at 8.0 µm but remains unsaturated in the short
exposure mosaic.
The other five massive star forming regions were the target deep Spitzer observations
at 3.6 and 4.5 µm during the warm mission (PID 70157, PI Lori Allen). These observa-
tions also used IRAC’s 12 s frame time HDR mode, with consecutive individual exposure
times of 0.4 and 10.4 seconds. The individual BCDs (also processed with the Spitzer
IRAC pipeline version S18.18.0) for each exposure time were mosaicked together using
the IRACproc package (Schuster et al., 2006) to perform outlier rejection and bad pixel
masking. These mosaics were also re-sampled from the native IRAC resolution of 1.22′′
per pixel to 0.86267′′ per pixel and projected onto a common world coordinate system
grid (distinct for each target). The final mosaics combined a median of 5 dither positions
per pixel for an effective integration time of 52 seconds per pixel in each long exposure
mosaic and 2 seconds per pixel in each short exposure mosaic. Although all five of these
observations were covered by the Spitzer GLIMPSE programs, these new observations
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allow us to study the stellar population to 2 - 3 magnitudes fainter at 3.6 and 4.5 µm
than the GLIMPSE observations.
We also retrieved the archival MIPSGAL 24 µm observations of NGC 6334 obtained
as part of the MIPSGAL survey. The central ridge running from the northeast to the
southwest of NGC 6334 is saturated in the MIPSGAL 24 µm images. The available
observations of NGC6334 span across two MIPSGAL mosaics, shown combined in Fig-
ure 2.4. The upper northwest corner of NGC 6334 (b > 1.0) was not covered by the
MIPSGAL survey. The area in the yellow box in Figure 2.4 was observed from J band
through 8.0 µm, and the area below the green line is the area also covered at 24 µm by
MIPSGAL. The bright green-blue patches show the saturation of the mid-infrared emis-
sion. The saturation at these wavelengths is due to hot dust and polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons (PAHs) that are excited by the large number of nearby bright massive
stars. Full details of the MIPSGAL observations can be found in Carey et al. (2009).
The PSF of the 24 µm mosaics is 6′′ FWHM, and the median exposure per pixel in these
MIPSGAL mosaics was 30 s.
2.3.2 NEWFIRM Observations
Our near-IR data were acquired with the NEWFIRM camera on the Blanco 4 m
telescope at Cerro Tololo Inter-American Observatory (CTIO) during the 2010A semester
between 2010 May 24 and 2010 May 30. The NEWFIRM camera, designed to quickly
map large areas of the sky, contains 4 InSb 2048 × 2048 pixel arrays arranged in a 2 ×
2 pattern with a 28′ field of view and an approximately 1′ gap between the CCDs. The
detector has a pixel scale of 0.4′′ per pixel.
We used a separate observing strategy for NGC 6334, different from the other star
forming regions. Because NGC 6334 was our main target of interest we needed to match
the full 1.2◦ by 0.9◦ sky coverage of our IRAC mosaics. We used a 2 by 2 central
pointing mapping routine to divide NGC 6334 into four quadrants plus an overlapping
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Figure 2.4 NGC 6334 viewed from the near- to mid-infrared. The red channel is the
24.0 µm data, the green channel is the 8.0 µm data, and the blue channel
is the J band NEWFIRM data. The cyan regions towards the center of the
image show patches where the 24 µm data was saturated.
central region. For each of our other star forming regions we observed a single central
pointing instead of a more extended map. For each pointing of the NGC 6334 map and
each additional star forming region we used a random dither offset large enough to fill in
the 1′ gap between CCDs. At each of 11 dither positions we took 60 second exposures.
Each dither position was a combination of multiple co-added exposures to achieve longer
exposure times while avoiding the non-linear regime of the detector. The sky background
is much brighter at longer wavelengths. For the J band we used two co-added 30 second
exposures, for the H band we used three co-added 20 second exposures, and for the Ks
band we used six co-added 10 second exposures. In the central pointing of NGC 6334,
the J band image used 20 second exposures and 3 co-adds, and the H and Ks bands used
a slightly shallower 4 second exposures and 8 co-adds. The level of the sky background
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was measured by taking 3 dithered sky observations 2◦ off field. Figure 2.5 shows the
combined near-infrared and IRAC view of each of the 4th Quadrant star forming regions.
Standard processing of dark frame subtraction, flat fielding, sky-subtraction and bad
pixel masking was performed by the NEWFIRM Science Pipeline (Dickinson & Valdes,
2009; Swaters et al., 2009) to produce 5 stacked composite images for each near-infrared
band in NGC 6334 and a single stacked image for each near-infrared band in the other
five star forming regions. The final stacked images retain the detector pixel scale of
0.4′′ per pixel. Variable seeing conditions caused the final observed point source FWHM
in the stacked images to range from approximately 0.9′′ to 1.5′′. In NGC 6334 the H
band observations were taken during the best seeing conditions and have the smallest
FWHM, and the Ks images have the largest FWHM. Even in the most crowded portions
of the region observed, however, the difference in effective resolution at the different
NEWFIRM bands has a minimal effect on later source-matching.
2.3.3 Far-Infrared Observations
To study the structure of the molecular clouds we also used multiple archival data sets
in the far-infrared. The Herschel Infrared Galactic Plane Survey (Hi-GAL) key project
(Molinari et al., 2010) observed the Galactic plane between January 2010 and November
2012. The Hi-GAL program used Herschel’s parallel, fast-scanning mode resulting in
simultaneous observation by the PACS (Poglitsch et al., 2010) and SPIRE (Griffin et al.,
2010) instruments. The data were obtained from the Herschel Science Archive, with the
calibrated data version corresponding to the Standard Product Generation (SPC) 9.2.0.
The observations were recorded in two orthogonal scan directions that were com-
bined into a single map using the Herschel Interactive Processing Environment (HIPE)
versions 9.2 and above. Cross-scan combination and de-striping was performed using
the standard HIPE tools over the Hi-GAL maps, divided into fields covering 2◦×2◦. To
avoid saturation of the bright sources, the SPIRE observations for fields near the Galactic
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center with Galactic longitudes |l| ≤ 5◦ were observed using the bright mode.
Table 2.2 shows the typical wavelength (in microns) for each band of the Herschel
PACS and SPIRE instruments, the angular resolution given by the FWHM of the point
spread function (PSF) calculated by Olmi et la. (2013), and the noise level of the final
maps. Position uncertainty of the Hi-GAL maps is of the order of 3′′, which is small
relative to the point spread function at most bands. The noise level given in the table
is for SPIRE data taken in “nominal” mode; the noise level of the “bright” mode is ∼4
times larger.
Table 2.2 Summary of Far-Infrared Observations
Instrument Band FWHM σ
[µm] [′′] [MJy sr−1]
PACS 160 12.0 9.0
SPIRE 250 17.0 16.0
SPIRE 350 24.0 8.0
SPIRE 500 35.0 4.0
Multiple bolometer readings cover each pixel and are combined in the map to deter-
mine the observed intensity at each position. Therefore, we can estimate the uncertainty
associated to Hi-Gal images from the FWHM of the distribution of the difference be-
tween adjacent pixels. In this way, we filter the sky emission that is expected to vary
on spatial scales larger than 1 beam-size. The high-pass filter applied to estimate these
differences is described in Rank et al. (1999).
The 1-σ point source sensitivities derived from this method are typically 15 and 25
mJy for the two PACS bands at 70 and 160µm, and 48, 48, and 44 mJy for the three
SPIRE bands at 250, 350, and 500µm, respectively. These derived sensitivities are in
agreement with those expected for the Hi-GAL survey (Molinari et al., 2010), with the
caveat that we expect a factor of 4 higher noise level expected in fields observed with
the SPIRE bright mode. In addition to the previously derived noise level, we adopt an
independent uncertainty of 10% for the flux calibration.
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2.4 Data Processing
2.4.1 DAOPHOT PSF-fitting Photometry
We used DAOPHOT (Stetson, 1987) to perform point spread function (PSF) fitting
photometry in each final mosaic individually; the long and short exposure mosaics for
each of the 4 IRAC bands, the 5 pointings per band from NEWFIRM, and the 2 available
MIPSGAL 24 µm mosaics. The PSF defines how a point of light is projected onto the
focal plane of a telescope based on the combination of optical effects such as diffraction
and reflection off of components in the telescope assembly. Compared to standard aper-
ture photometry, PSF-fitting photometry provides more accurate measurement of the
flux of sources in crowded fields.
The PSF for each image was derived from a minimum of 10 bright, unsaturated, and
relatively isolated stars that are well separated from the extended nebular emission. The
PSF obtained for the short-exposure IRAC frames was also used for the correspond-
ing long exposure mosaic. The instrumental PSF was defined in a 24.4′′ × 24.4′′ box
(20×20 IRAC native pixels) chosen to be approximately 10 times larger than the ob-
served FWHM of an individual point source and therefore include the vast majority of
the flux of a point source.
Due to the crowded Galactic field at NGC 6334’s latitude (b = 0.7◦), even in the
short exposure mosaics most of the bright sources are surrounded by other point sources
within the 24.4′′ box used to define the PSF. If left alone, the flux from these nearby
point sources will skew the derived PSF and introduce additional systematic error into
the photometry. We utilized a multiple-iteration method to converge on a satisfactory
PSF for each frame. We began with a PSF composed purely of an analytical Lorentz
function and used it to subtract off the neighboring sources from each of the 10 or more
selected PSF stars. The source-subtracted image was then re-examined, and the PSF
re-derived, allowing corrections to the analytic function based on the observed shape
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of the PSF. We progressed through four total iterations of fitting and subtracting the
neighboring sources and then redefining the PSF from the PSF stars in the neighbor-
subtracted frames.
The high variability of the background nebular emission at IRAC wavelengths over
small spatial scales proved challenging for a single point source detection threshold to be
used across the entire mosaic. To better enable the detection of all faint point sources
regardless of position in the mosaic, we used a multiple-iteration background subtraction
method similar to the procedure in Strafella et al. (2010). We first used the photometry
for the preliminary source list to subtract all point sources from each frame. The source-
subtracted image was then median filtered with a 51 × 51 pixel box to produce an
image of the background emission. This background image was then subtracted from
the original mosaic. The background-subtracted mosaics were then used to refine the
location of the point sources and identify the ones that were lost in the background
diffuse emission. For our NEWFIRM images, the variability of the sky background was
low enough that we did not need to use the background subtraction method to achieve
comparable completeness.
The resulting source list was fed into DAOPHOT’s ALLSTAR routine to PSF-fit
each source. To reduce the effect of crowding, only the flux within a 3 pixel radius
was used to fit the model PSF, corresponding to 2.6′′ in the IRAC images and 1.2′′
in the NEWFIRM images. Detected sources which deviate from the expected point
source shape by more than 5% were rejected. The majority of rejected sources were
spurious detections along the extended emission, although they also can indicate partially
resolved background galaxies as well as blended PSFs from pairs of stars with extremely
small angular separation. An example of the residuals left after subtracting the derived
PSF for a representative crowded field can be seen in Figure 2.6. The chosen field
also demonstrates the significant difference in sensitivity of the IRAC detector between
short-wavelengths (3.6 µm) and long-wavelengths (8.0 µm).
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Figure 2.6 The left panels show the original IRAC observations of a sample field within
NGC 6334 at 3.6 µm (top) and 8.0 µm (bottom). The panels on the right
show the residuals from PSF subtraction.
We ran the subtracted mosaics through DAOPHOT for two subsequent passes to
find point sources that were missed during the first pass. Occasionally when running
a second or third iteration, the DAOPHOT find algorithm would detect bright pixels
in the residuals of subtracted sources as a new legitimate point source. In all bands,
any source detected in the second or third photometry iteration that had a centroid
position matching within less than 2′′ (approximately the mean FWHM of the IRAC
point sources) of a source from a previous iteration was considered a duplicate detection.
The duplicate sources identified in this way were rejected from further analysis.
Sources brighter than magnitude 9.2 are saturated in the long exposure mosaic at
3.6 µm. The saturation limit is 9.0, 6.5 and 6.5 magnitudes for 4.5, 5.8 and 8.0 µm
respectively. Where a source in the long exposure mosaic frame matched within 2.0′′ of
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a source with a short exposure magnitude brighter than the saturation limit, the short
exposure photometry was used.
The same method described above was used to compile a preliminary source list
for each of the five images for the three near-infrared bands, J , H, and Ks. In each
photometric band, the NEWFIRM pointings overlapped by approximately 3′, causing
many sources to be detected in more than one NEWFIRM stacked image. Sources with
centroid positions matching within 0.8′′ in different stacked images were combined; we
retained the average magnitude weighted by the exposure time contributing to that
source in each stacked image. Point sources detected in 2 or fewer stacked images (out
of the maximum possible 11 for each mosaic) were rejected as being likely artifacts left
over after pipeline processing. As a result, 120 seconds is the minimum exposure time for
each NEWFIRM source included in the point source catalog. The median point source
exposure time was 600 seconds for J and Ks band and 480 seconds for H band.
We also applied the same photometry process to the MIPSGAL 24 µm mosaics.
Similar to the 8.0 µm mosaics from IRAC, the find algorithm identified many small
bright areas along the extended emission as point sources. Larger restrictions were
placed on the DAOPHOT PSF-fitting parameters of detected 24 µm point sources to
decrease the number of spurious detections. After these cuts 991 point sources in the
MIPSGAL mosaics have a centroid matching within 1′′ of an IRAC/NEWFIRM source.
Due to the issues with saturation, there is a large difference in the completeness of the
MIPS portion of the source catalog across the region.
We used the short exposure mosaic to calibrate the instrumental PSF photometry in
each IRAC band against 100 relatively isolated and bright stars measured with aperture
photometry in PhotVis (Gutermuth et al., 2004). The same procedure was used to
calibrate the 24 µm photometry. To determine the zero point for our near-infrared
photometry, we matched up bright isolated stars from our NEWFIRM catalogs with
sources from the Two Micron All Sky Survey (2MASS, Skrutskie et al. 2006) source
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list. In the higher source-density portions of the field the 2MASS photometry suffers
more from crowding and blending due to the lower survey resolution (2.4′′vs. 0.9′′),
leading to a larger number of sources with artificially bright magnitudes. To decrease the
flux contamination effect from this crowding, sources for the near-infrared photometric
calibration were carefully chosen from un-crowded portions of the mosaics.
2.4.2 Source Matching and Point Source Catalogs
We created the final source list catalog by spatially matching the detected sources
across the different bands. We first matched sources detected with the same instrument,
J , H and Ks for NEWFIRM and 3.6, 4.5, 5.8, and 8.0 µm for IRAC. Our cross-band
correlation method first calculates whether there is an overall systematic shift in source
centroid positions between the input frames, and then looks for sources with shifted
centroid positions matching between bands. The NEWFIRM sources were matched if
their centroid positions differed by less than 0.8′′. For IRAC, due to the larger pixel
scale and broader FWHM, we required sources to have centroids that matched within
1.0′′ between bands. To combine the two catalogs together, we used the larger 1.0′′
matching criterion.
To further increase reliability of our point source catalog, we first required simulta-
neous detection in 2 adjacent bands (e.g. H and Ks on NEWFIRM, or 3.6 and 4.5 µm
with IRAC). Following that, we also included sources at the edges of the IRAC mosaics
only visible at 3.6 and 5.8 µm or at 4.5 and 8.0 µm bands. Finally, due to the large
number of very red sources in the field, we also retained photometry for approximately
7,000 Ks band sources lacking detection at J or H but that matched within 0.5
′′ with a
source detected in 2 or more adjacent IRAC bands. Histograms of all sources kept for
the NGC 6334 point source catalog are presented in Figure 2.7. The completeness limit
for each band was estimated from the turnover point in each histogram and the limiting
magnitude reported is the faintest source detected at 5σ level or higher (a maximum
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photometric error of 0.217 magnitudes). Sample entries of the NGC 6334 Point Source
Catalog can be seen in Tables 2.3 and 2.4. The classification for the source is also given:
ICI denotes IRAC-selected Class I YSOs, ICII denotes IRAC-selected Class II YSOs,
NCI denotes Near-Infrared-selected Class I YSOs, NCII denotes Near-Infrared-selected
Class II YSOs, UC marks unclassified objects (typically field stars or background galax-
ies), SK marks probable knots of shocked gas, AGN denotes potential active galactic
nuclei, PAHG marks star forming galaxies with strong PAH emission, and PAHC marks
faint stars that have long-wavelength photometry contaminated by nebular PAH emis-
sion. The spectral index α presented in the table is from fitting the data at λ ≥ Ks band.
A summary of the NGC 6334 Point Source Catalog can be found in Table 2.5. The full
version of the point source catalog is available in electronic format online to facilitate
use of this data set by the astronomical community.
2.4.3 Completeness
The completeness limit for each band was determined by recovering fake sources
added with DAOPHOT’s addstar routine. We created a source list with 5000 fake stars
with randomly generated positions, and magnitudes randomly sampled between 8.0 and
18.0 magnitudes for 3.6 and 4.5 µm and between 8.0 and 24.0 magnitudes for J , H and
Ks bands. We used the derived PSF for each band to add these sources onto the original
image and then repeated the original source identification and PSF-fitting steps. We
repeated this process 20 times for each photometric band in each region.
We binned the fraction of fake sources that were recovered in bins 0.25 magnitudes
wide and took the median fraction of fake sources that were recovered in each bin. The
faintest magnitude where the fraction of source that was recovered was greater than 90%
was adopted as the completeness limit. This value varies for each star forming region
and for each band depending on intrinsic source crowding, the intensity of the nebular
emission, and the fraction of the frame that is filled by the nebular emission. The derived
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completeness limit for each band in each star forming region is summarized in Table 2.6.
The limiting magnitude reported is the faintest source detected in the original images
at 5σ level or higher (a maximum photometric error of 0.217 magnitudes). A summary
of the 4th Quadrant Point Source Catalogs can be found in Table 2.7, with the final
column giving the number of sources detected simultaneously at H, Ks, 3.6 and 4.5
µm, the wavelength coverage needed for potential YSO identification. The format of
the catalogs are similar to the NGC 6334 catalog given in Tables 2.3 and 2.4 minus the
entries at 5.8, 8.0 and 24 µm. The full point source catalog for each region will also be
made available in electronic format for use by the astronomical community.
2.5 Summary
We have obtained new deep observations of a sample of 6 massive star forming regions
all located in the Southern Sky. The deep observations allow us to probe the stellar
population within these clouds to much lower mass than previous works, but also result
in detection of large numbers (> 200, 000 per region) unrelated sources along the line
of sight that are primarily other stars within the Milky Way Galaxy. We have used the
DAOPHOT package to identify point sources and perform PSF fitting photometry. By
matching the sources across bands we have generated point source catalogs of 6 massive
star forming regions that can be used in this work to identify Young Stellar Objects
associated with each molecular cloud. The data have been made available to the public
as well to facilitate additional studies of these interesting targets by other astronomers.
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Figure 2.7 The magnitude distribution of the sources in the NGC 6334 point source
catalog; the dashed line mark the completeness limit for each band.
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Table 2.5 NGC 6334 Point Source Catalog Summary
Band Number of Sources Magnitude Complete Limiting Magnitude
J 495,419 18.75 21.0
H 568,258 16.5 19.5
Ks 412,838 15.0 17.5
3.6 µm 393,158 14.25 17.5
4.5 µm 389,312 14.0 16.5
5.8 µm 173,155 13.0 15.5
8.0 µm 160,947 12.5 14.5
24.0 µm 991 6.0 9.2
Table 2.6 Completeness and Limiting Magnitudes by Star Forming Region
Completeness Limit Limiting Magnitude
Region [J] [H] [K] [3.6] [4.5] [J] [H] [K] [3.6] [4.5]
G305 16.0 15.1 14.7 12.8 12.5 21.8 18.9 16.9 17.4 16.6
G326-4 16.9 16.4 14.9 13.0 13.0 21.5 19.1 17.4 17.7 16.9
G326-6 17.2 15.7 15.0 12.9 12.5 22.2 20.4 17.5 17.5 17.0
G333 16.2 16.0 14.3 12.7 12.4 21.8 18.7 16.9 17.2 16.9
G351 17.3 16.0 15.3 12.7 13.0 21.8 19.1 17.4 17.6 16.9
Table 2.7 4th Quadrant Point Source Catalog Summary
Region J H Ks 3.6 µm 4.5 µm Four Band
Photometry
G305 61256 76311 44710 217878 134389 34429
G326-4 70148 86363 78248 229133 146592 60980
G326-6 79458 107340 82389 233679 149920 58317
G333 58104 64713 65711 220110 144883 44198
G351 70177 87429 81144 223379 154177 60761
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CHAPTER 3. IDENTIFYING YOUNG STELLAR
OBJECTS
3.1 Introduction
We have observations at J , H, KS, and 3.6 and 4.5 µm for the six massive star
forming regions in our sample described in the previous chapter. From the cryogenic
mission observing program for NGC 6334 we have deep observations at 5.8 and 8.0 µm,
and from the MIPSGAL survey program we can obtain 24 µm magnitudes for a small
fraction of the sources within the molecular cloud. We first use NGC 6334 as a test case
for the identification of young stars to take advantage of the better resolution, additional
wavebands, and increased sensitivity to obtain a (relatively) complete census of the young
stars in the complex that have dusty circumstellar material.
Historical methods of identifying YSOs derived from evolutionary models and com-
parison to observed known YSOs. One early method to identify a YSO was to fit the
slope α of log(λFλ) vs. log(λ) between 2 and 24 µm (Lada, 1987). Other methods have
referenced color selection criteria for YSO stars (e.g. Gutermuth et al. 2009), where by
color we refer to the standard astronomical definition of the flux ratio between two wave-
lengths, in magnitude scale. We used the full range of observed wavelengths from J band
to 24 µm (where available) to identify YSO candidates in our NGC 6334 point source
catalog. The selection is based on color and magnitude criteria, similar to those defined
in Gutermuth et al. (2009) that were derived for young stars in nearby star forming re-
gions. We have adapted these selection criteria to take into account the greater distance
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of NGC 6334 and the higher level of contamination due to crowding. Furthermore, we
have developed and validated new criteria designed to allow selection using only near-IR
and warm Spitzer bands (3.6 and 4.5 µm). These new criteria are applicable to the other
five massive star forming regions that we observed after Spitzer’s liquid helium cryogen
supply had been exhausted. In addition, the validation of these criteria provides a re-
source to the astrophysical community to aid in the identification of YSOs in massive
star forming regions where existing 5.8 and 8.0 µm IRAC observations are compromised
by saturation from the very strong PAH extended emission.
3.2 Selecting Young Stellar Objects Using Infrared Color
Criteria
To identify the YSOs in NGC 6334 we have first applied the original Gutermuth et
al. (2009) criteria to sources with detection at all four IRAC bands, then applied our
newly developed criteria to the combined near- and mid-IR point source catalog. As
a comparison, we then compare the results of these YSO identification methods to the
classification devised by fitting a power law to the SED between 2 and 24 µm.
3.2.1 IRAC 4 band YSO Identification
The first stage of our YSO identification followed the procedure outlined in Guter-
muth et al. (2009). This method looks at a variety of color-color and color-magnitude
relations for sources detected in all 4 IRAC bands. First, this method identifies non-
YSOs which share some similar color spaces to YSOs and that could contaminate the
final source statistics if not removed. These possible contaminants include active galactic
nuclei (AGN), quasars, resolved knots of shocked gas emission, and faint stellar point
sources where the longer wavelength photometry is contaminated by PAH emission. This
final category is particularly problematic in massive star forming regions: their increased
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distance (relative to the c2d and GBS targets) makes the stars fainter and the increased
number of massive stars creates a much stronger interstellar radiation field that excites
the nebular emission.
Figure 3.1 The contaminant identification procedure of Gutermuth (2009) applied to
NGC 6334. The green circles in panels a) and b) mark the location of star
forming galaxies with strong PAH emission. The orange triangles in c) mark
candidate AGN. In d) the red plusses identify potential knots of shocked gas
and the blue diamonds mark probable faint objects with PAH contamination
at IRAC’s 5.8 and 8.0 µm bands.
We applied this classification scheme to the approximately 80,000 point sources in our
NGC 6334 catalog with 5σ detection at all 4 IRAC bands. We found that 10,327 sources
were likely background galaxies, 41 sources were likely knots of shocked gas emission, and
13,791 sources were identified as faint sources with PAH contaminated apertures at long
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wavelengths. After the decontamination process we were left with 260 sources matching
the color selection criteria for Class I YSOs, and 915 sources were identified as Class II
YSOs. Figure 3.1a and Figure 3.1b show the two criteria for identifying galaxies with
strong PAH features, an indication of a high level of star formation. Figure 3.1c shows
the cuts in color-magnitude space that identify sources that are likely to be AGN. AGN
have colors similar to YSOs, but because they are extragalactic sources they are also
typically quite faint. For nearby regions this magnitude cut is fainter than the intensity
of most of the actual YSOs. However, at distances of 1.6 kpc and greater many of the
low-mass YSOs (< 1M) can have 4.5 µm magnitudes that are fainter than the cut-off,
approximately [4.5] = 14. Figure 3.1d shows the criteria used to identify sources that
have “weird” colors due to PAH contamination. We expect that most of the total PAH
emission from the region arises from the diffuse nebular component of the molecular
cloud. However, it is also possible for close proximity to the OB stars to excite PAH
emission in the circumstellar material around the young stars themselves – providing
another avenue for real YSOs to be lost in the quest to achieve an uncontaminated YSO
sample.
Finally, after rejecting the potential contaminant sources two additional sets of color-
color criteria are applied in order to identify the remaining YSO candidates and to
separate them into Class I (younger) and Class II (more evolved) objects. Figure 3.2a
shows the criteria applied to NGC 6334 to identify the Class I objects, shown as red
circles; this sample may also contain Class 0 objects, so in some works it is referred to
as Class 0 / I. However, most Class 0 sources are too faint to be detected at λ < 10µm
so for this work we refer to these objects only as Class I YSOs. Figure 3.2b shows
the identification of the Class II YSOs (blue stars) out of the set of intrinsically red
sources that are remaining after all contaminants and Class I YSO candidates have been
identified. Due to the large number of sources in the point source catalog we plot the
full stellar population as a grayscale 2D histogram in the background with a logarithm
40
intensity scale; this over emphasizes the scatter of the YSOs but also demonstrates that
the intrinsic photometric errors of the observations may also create some spurious YSO
detections.
Figure 3.2 The YSO identification procedure of Gutermuth (2009) applied to NGC
6334. The background logarithmic grayscale shows the full point source
catalog. The red circles mark IRAC Class I YSO candidates and the blue
stars mark IRAC Class II YSO candidates.
3.2.2 Near-Infrared Criteria: NGC 6334
The SED of a YSO is characterized by excess emission above expected photospheric
levels in the infrared, increasing towards longer wavelengths through the near- and mid-
infrared. However, in regions where massive star formation is ongoing, the extreme levels
of ionizing radiation from the massive O and B stars excites widespread emission from
PAH compounds embedded within the dust clouds. This extended emission dominates
the observed emission at IRAC’s 5.8 and 8.0 µm bands, drowning out the individual point
sources nestled within these structures and saturating the detector in even modestly
long integration times. For our second stage of our YSO selection process we identified
additional YSO sources that lacked detection at 5.8 or 8.0 µm and were thus missed
by the Gutermuth et al. (2009) criteria. We used the combined NEWFIRM and IRAC
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near-infrared catalogs for the over 260,000 sources detected at H, Ks, 3.6 µm and 4.5
µm. As mentioned before, these same criteria are also suitable for YSO selection in fields
observed during the Spitzer warm mission.
For this stage we first identified the locus of main sequence stars (assuming an average
spectral type of K0) in the Ks − [3.6] vs. [3.6] − [4.5] and H −Ks vs. Ks − [4.5] color
spaces subjected to interstellar reddening. We adopted the parameter σc, defined as
the maximum error in color for two sources each having the maximum catalog cut-off
photometric error of 0.217 magnitudes (S/N ∼ 5), or σc = 0.307. Sources falling within
σc of the main sequence reddening vector were considered to be reddened field stars.
We also considered where in these color spaces the sources already identified as YSOs
based on the Gutermuth et al. (2009) 4 IRAC band classification would fall, and the
near-infrared Ks − [3.6] vs. [3.6] − [4.5] criteria also presented in Gutermuth et al.
(2009). We identify the region beyond the identified 3σc reddened main sequence star
locus and bounding the IRAC-selected YSOs as containing the YSO candidate stars.
The equations below describe the bounding regions containing YSO candidate stars and
are shown in Figure 3.3, with the IRAC-selected Class I YSOs plotted in red and the
IRAC-selected Class II YSOs plotted in dark blue.
Figure 3.3 The near-infrared YSO identification criteria relative to the NGC 6334
IRAC-identified YSO candidates. The labels are the same as Figure 3.2.
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[3.6]− [4.5] > 0.2 (3.1)
Ks − [3.6] > 1.4 (3.2)
Ks − [3.6] > −2.857([3.6]− [4.5]− 0.101) + 2.5 (3.3)
H −Ks < 1.168(Ks − [4.5])− 0.526 (3.4)
Sources that matched all of the above criteria are considered YSO candidates and are
shown in Figure 3.4. Sources with extremely red colors matching the constraints below
are further identified as candidate Class I YSOs (shown in orange), while the rest that
only meet the first set of near-infrared criteria are identified as Class II YSO candidates
(shown in light blue).
Figure 3.4 The additional NGC 6334 YSOs identified with the near-infrared YSO iden-
tification criteria. Near-infrared selected Class II YSO candidates are plotted
as light blue asterisks and the near-infrared selected Class I YSO candidates
are plotted as orange plusses.
Ks − [3.6] > −2.857([3.6]− [4.5]− 0.401) + 3.7 (3.5)
Ks − [4.5] > 2 (3.6)
Using these criteria, 115 Class I candidates and 993 Class II candidate YSOs are
added to the previously identified (4 IRAC bands) YSOs. The spatial distribution of the
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YSO candidate sources throughout the field can be seen in Figures 3.5 and 3.6. Viewed
in projection against the cloud, the location of Class I sources is strongly correlated to
the high density regions which show up both as the infrared dark clouds (IRDCs) and
the bright filaments in the 8 µm IRAC image. The Class II sources are also strongly
clustered, although a larger number of them are found further from the filamentary
structure of NGC 6334. Although some additional spread in Class II location may be
expected due to their expected more advanced age, this may also be an indication of the
higher contamination fraction present in the Class II population.
Overall, the near-infrared cuts are somewhat more restrictive than the selection re-
quiring 4 IRAC bands. This decreases the amount of contamination from sources ex-
tincted only by interstellar and not circumstellar material. In Figure 3.3 a significant
number of IRAC-identified Class II YSOs can be seen within the color spaces belonging
to reddened field stars, particularly in H −Ks vs. Ks − [4.5]. In total, 81 (31%) IRAC-
selected Class I YSOs and 707 (78%) IRAC-selected Class II YSOs are also detected at
both H and Ks band. Within this sample, 6% of Class I YSO candidates do not meet
the adopted near-infrared criteria and 62% of the IRAC-selected Class II YSO candi-
dates fail at least one of the near-infrared YSO criteria. These sources are within 3σ
of the reddened main sequence locus and many are co-aligned with high extinction fea-
tures seen in the derived NGC 6334 extinction map (see Chapter 5). These sources have
a high probability to be reddened sources, either Class III YSOs / pre-main-sequence
stars associated with NGC 6334 or unrelated background Galactic stars. We have not
attempted a detailed characterization of the Class III / pre-main sequence population in
this work due to the difficulty inherent in distinguishing a small physical infrared excess
from the scatter due to photometric error and matching between different beam sizes in
this crowded field.
Due to the slight differences in the near-infrared and IRAC 4 bands YSO identification
methods in the overlapping 3.6 − 4.5 µm region, there is some mismatching between
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Table 3.1 NGC 6334 YSO Candidates Identified Using Color Criteria
Wavelengths Class I Class II
[3.6],[4.5],[5.8],[8.0] 260 915
H, Ks, [3.6], [4.5] 115 993
Total 375 1908
classification schemes. Of the 81 IRAC-selected Class I YSOs that were detected at both
H and Ks, 24 (30%) are identified by the near-infrared criteria as Class II sources. Of
the 707 IRAC-selected Class II YSOs detected at H and Ks, 18 (2.5%) are identified
by the near-infrared criteria as Class I sources. For consistency, we retain the IRAC 4
bands classification for all of these sources in NGC 6334.
Combined, our near- and mid-infrared color criteria identified 375 Class I YSOs and
1908 Class II YSOs associated with NGC 6334. The completeness of the near-infrared
criteria depends on the color of the source, with the fraction of YSOs recovered decreasing
towards redder colors. Figure 3.7 shows the distribution in [3.6] − [4.5] for the sources
that are classified by both the IRAC 4-band and near-infrared classification schemes
as the same YSO class. It is apparent that the near-infrared classification misses the
reddest sources, which are too deeply embedded to be detected at H or even Ks. The
downturn of the Class II source distribution below [3.6] − [4.5] < 0.5 also suggests that
the near-infrared criteria are successfully selecting against lightly reddened sources where
the majority of contaminants would fall.
We can use NGC 6334 as a test case to estimate the fraction of the YSO population
our near-infrared criteria will be able to recover when applied to other massive star
forming regions. If we apply only our near-infrared selection cuts to NGC 6334, we
identify 1602 (84% of the 1908 total) Class II YSOs. Of the 375 Class I YSOs, our near-
infrared selection cuts identify 189 (50%), biased toward detecting the more evolved
(less-red) sources. The number of the color-identified YSO candidates identified per
selection method in NGC 6334 are summarized in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.2 4th Quadrant YSO Candidates Identified Using Near-Infrared Criteria
Region Class I Class II
G305 74 769
G326-4 48 355
G326-6 74 429
G333 113 604
G351 54 351
Total 363 2508
We apply the new H band through 4.5 µm YSO color selection criteria to our addi-
tional five massive star forming regions. The selection of both Class I and Class II YSO
candidates is shown in Figure 3.4 for G305, but the same selection criteria were applied
to the other four massive star forming regions in our 4th Quadrant sample. In total we
identified 363 Class I candidates and 2508 Class II candidate YSOs across the five star
forming regions. The number of YSO candidates observed toward each field is given in
Table 3.2.
The spatial distribution of the YSO candidate sources throughout each field can be
seen in Figures 3.8 and 3.9. Viewed in projection against the cloud, the location of the
Class I sources is strongly correlated to the high density regions that show up as infrared
dark clouds (IRDCs) or conversely the brightest peaks in the diffuse emission. The Class
II sources also tend towards a clustered distribution with a larger dispersion than the
Class I sources. In G305 it is interesting to note that the majority of the YSO candidates
are found along the ring of material generally surrounding the cavity containing the
massive young clusters Danks 1 and Danks 2, with very little star formation spread
through the cavity. Although greater dispersion is expected in the spatial distribution of
Class II sources which are expected to be older than Class I sources, the larger dispersion
also likely indicates that the Class II YSO population is more dominated by contaminant
objects, in particular background galaxies.
The effect of this can be seen quite clearly in Figures 3.10 and 3.11 where the slope of
the magnitude distribution of YSO candidates increases fainter than about [3.6] = 13.5
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before dropping out due to completeness and sensitivity issues. However, our derived star
formation rates would not be significantly impacted by a high fraction of contaminants
in the faint end of our source distribution due to our method of determining the mass in
the YSO population, which will be described in more detail in the next chapter.
3.3 Contamination
Misidentification of contaminant objects as YSOs remains an issue for photometry-
based identification methods. Although the Gutermuth et al. criteria are very useful
at identifying potential contaminant objects, they require detection at 5.8 or 8.0 µm.
Now that Spitzer has exhausted its cryogen and is operating in the warm mission, new
IRAC observations of star forming regions are only able to obtain photometry at 3.6
and 4.5 µm. We have used our near-infrared YSO identification criteria defined above to
quantify the amount of contamination that we would have seen in our YSO population
if our observations for this region had been limited to only warm mission data. If we
applied only the near-infrared criteria to our full point source catalog we would identify
1,579 sources as YSO candidates: 189 Class I YSOs (50% complete) and 1602 Class II
YSOs (84% complete).
Background galaxies are one class of potential contaminant objects. Near-infrared
galaxy counts from Martini (2001) estimate that a survey with our sensitivity would
detect approximately 1.3 × 104 galaxies per deg2, consistent with the 10,327 suspected
extragalactic sources in our catalog identified by the Gutermuth et al. (2009) criteria.
Of these galaxies identified by their IRAC 4 band colors, 62 have the correct colors
to match our H, Ks, 3.6 and 4.5 µm YSO color criteria. Only 1 of these 62 sources
is red enough to match the Class I criteria; the other 61 sources are only moderately
red and would have been identified as Class II YSOs. We therefore would expect that
approximately 3.8% of detected Class II YSO candidates and 0.5 % of detected Class
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I YSO candidates identified using only near-IR and warm Spitzer color criteria would
actually be background galaxies.
The primary culprit for Galactic contamination of our YSO population is Asymptotic
Giant Branch (AGB) stars. To asses the level of contamination by evolved stars in our
warm Spitzer YSO classification scheme, we referenced a sample of spectroscopically
confirmed, intrinsically red post-main sequence stars in the Large Magellanic Clouds,
identified by various authors and matched to IRAC and near-IR photometry from the
”Surveying the Agents of a Galaxy’s Evolution” (SAGE, Meixner et al. 2006) catalog.
We used the selection criteria from above to estimate the fraction of post-main sequence
sources matching our YSO colors. Although none of the sample RGB and early-AGB
stars matched the YSO criteria, we found matches among the more evolved stars.
Our post-main sequence LMC template sample included 423 AGB stars (from Mat-
suura et al. 2009 and Kontizas et al. 2001), 267 carbon-rich and 156 oxygen-rich. Of
these, 35 AGB stars passed the selection cuts and were identified as YSO candidates,
10 Class I and 25 Class II. Out of the sample of 75 post-AGB stars from van Aarle et
al. (2011), 1 matched the Class I YSO criteria and 25 match the Class II YSO criteria.
We would identify 2.4% of the AGB stars in a field as Class I YSOs and 5.9% of the
field AGB stars as Class II YSOs. One of the previous results from GLIMPSE was a
quantification of the Galactic distribution of intrinsically-red stellar sources (Robitaille
et al., 2008). At l = 351◦, b = 0.7◦ Robitaille et al. (2008) determined that there would
be approximately 80 AGB sources per square degree; indicating that our 0.8 square de-
gree region covered from J band through 4.5 µm should contain roughly 68 AGB stars.
By applying the SAGE-derived contamination fraction estimates, we would have falsely
identified 2 of those AGB stars as Class I YSOs and 4 of those AGB stars as Class
II YSOs. We tabulated the fraction of different types of contaminant sources that have
colors compatible to Class I and II YSOs in Table 3.3. We examined a sample of 75 post-
AGB stars (Hughes & Wood, 1990; Pinheiro et al., 2010; Pompe´ia et al., 2008; Woods et
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Table 3.3 Fraction of Galactic and Extra-galactic Sources Matching Warm Spitzer YSO
Classification Criteria
Source Type Class I ClassII
RGB / Early AGB - -
AGB 2.4% 5.9%
Post-AGB 1.3% 33.3%
Galaxies < 0.1% 0.6%
al., 2011). We found only 1.3% of the post-AGB sources matched our near-infrared Class
I YSO selection cuts, but fully one-third (33.3%) matched the colors for Class II YSOs.
Fortunately the post-AGB phase evolves rapidly (< 105 years, van Winckel 2003) and
they tend to be uniformly distributed on the sky, so the contamination of YSO samples
by post-AGB stars within a star forming region should be negligible.
Final confirmation of the nature of our YSO candidates would require follow-up
spectroscopic observations. Similar follow-up studies in other star forming regions have
recently shown that the contamination fraction of color-selected YSO candidates can be
quite high, especially for sources with small and moderate infrared excess: for transition
disk objects in 8 star forming regions, the observed AGB contamination fraction ranged
between 20 and 100% (Romero et al., 2012). Their identified transition disk objects all
had [3.6]− [4.5] < 0.25. In our sample of color-identified Class II YSOs this cut applies to
only 28 sources. The Cygnus-X star forming complex is a massive (> 106M molecular
cloud complex containing at least 50 O type stars located at approximately the same
distance as the NGC 6334 star forming region. A YSO survey of Cygnus-X (Beerer et
al., 2010) yielded more than 3,000 YSO candidates. However, the distribution of the
best fitting mass and ages for the YSOs detected only with the Spitzer observations are
heavily weighted towards sources that are older than 106 yrs and that have very low mass
/ effective photospheric temperature, as seen in Figure 3.12. This trend was not seen in
sources that were detected in a combination of both Spitzer and Herschel observations.
This excess of apparent relatively old and low mass (low effective temperature) stars could
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be another indication that the Spitzer YSO selection criteria tend towards identifying
an excess number of contaminant objects as YSO candidates.
3.4 SED fitting: Power Law Slope
For the NGC 6334 YSO candidates we have also examined the class distribution
of YSOs determined by fitting the slope of the SED in the mid-infrared. The class
identification for the slope of log(λFλ) vs. log(λ) between 2 and ∼ 20 µm from Lada
(1987) is:
α ≥ 0.3 Class I (3.7)
0.3 > α ≥ −0.3 Flat Spectrum (3.8)
− 0.3 > α ≥ −1.6 Class II (3.9)
− 1.6 > α ≥ −2.7 Class III (3.10)
To determine the intrinsic slope of the YSO’s SED (spectral index α), we should
first de-redden the observations to remove the effect of line-of-sight material. However,
it is difficult to gauge how deeply embedded a source is within the molecular cloud.
Using the value in the extinction map will give you the best guess for the extinction
if the source was located on the far side of the molecular cloud, which could result in
serious over-correction for many sources. The effect of the interstellar extinction is most
prominent at short wavelength, e.g. Ks band and shorter in this survey. We have chosen
not to de-redden these sources, and instead we compare how the YSO class distribution
changes when we only fit the slope of the SED at longer wavelengths. We compare the
distribution of α for the sources fit from Ks band and longward compared to fitting
only from 4.5 µm and longer, similar to the methods used in Megeath et al. (2009) and
Kryukova et al. (2012).
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Table 3.4 shows the distribution of the 2283 color-identified NGC 6334 YSO candi-
dates by class as given by the spectral index α. Figure 3.13 shows how the distribution
of the spectral index α differs when using a minimum wavelength of Ks versus 4.5 µm to
fit the power-law to the SED. When we use Ks band as the minimum wavelength to fit
the spectral index α, we see a shift in the distribution towards a greater number of Class
I / Flat Spectrum sources. This likely corresponds to the difficult to separate population
of Class II YSOs that are more deeply embedded in the cloud, and thus seen behind a
larger amount of interstellar extinction. Source SED classification that relies solely on
λ ≥ 4.5 µm is therefore less sensitive to the effects of extinction and provides a superior
estimate of evolutionary state. Even when fitting the SED from 4.5 µm longward, we
see a number of sources identified as Class I YSOs based on the color-color diagrams
that appear more likely to be Class II YSOs based on the full slope of the SED. As we
will discuss in Chapter 5, the observed area of NGC 6334 contains a significant amount
of high column density material that could contribute to cross-contamination of Class I
YSOs by reddened Class II YSOs. Even using the power-law fit from 4.5 µm longward,
the vast majority of color-identified YSO candidates meet the criteria to be either Class
I or Class II YSOs, and all have α ≥ −2.7 indicating excess emission at infrared wave-
lengths indicative of circumstellar material. Table 3.5 & 3.6 lists all of the YSO sources
identified by the IRAC and near-infrared based color selection criteria and gives α fit
from Ks band longward.
Table 3.4 SED Based YSO Classification for NGC 6334 YSO Candidates Identified by
Color Selection
Shortest Total Class Flat Class Class
Wavelength Sources I Spectrum II III
Ks 2283 697 525 934 127
30.5% 23.0% 40.9% 5.6%
4.5 µm 1338 260 223 761 94
19.4% 16.7% 56.9% 7.0%
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Although determining the slope of the SED is a rapid method of identifying a poten-
tial YSO candidate, this method is even more sensitive to photometric errors and flux
contamination that can artificially increase the apparent redness of a source. Sources
that are detected at only 4 wavelengths (H band through 4.5 µm) do not have sufficient
wavelength coverage to enable this type of fit, therefore this analysis is not applied to
the YSO candidates identified in the rest of our 4th Quadrant sample of massive star
forming regions. Naively applying this type of analysis to the full point source catalog
of NGC 6334, for example, results in more than 30,000 sources identified as candidate
YSOs, more than 13 times the number of young stars identified with the color criteria.
3.5 Summary
Young Stellar Objects (YSOs) are objects that mark the first ∼ 106 years of evolution
for stars like the Sun, and shorter timescales for more massive stars that have a more
rapid evolution. The observed flux ratios in the near- and mid-infrared offer a quick
parameterization of the amount of circumstellar material in these stars, a proxy for
their evolutionary state. NGC 6334, a relatively nearby region with a rich population
of young stars serves as a template for the derivation of new YSO identification criteria
that can be applied to other star forming regions where mid-infrared observations are
not available. In NGC 6334, the closest of our sample star forming regions, we have
identified 375 Class I YSO candidates and 1908 Class II YSO candidates. In the other
five star forming regions we have identified an additional 363 Class I YSO candidates
and 2508 Class II YSO candidates.
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Figure 3.5 The location of Class I YSOs in NGC 6334. The IRAC selected sources are
plotted as red boxes and the near-infrared selected sources are plotted with
orange plusses.
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Figure 3.6 The location of Class II YSOs in NGC 6334. The IRAC selected sources are
plotted as dark blue boxes and the near-infrared selected sources are plotted
with light blue plusses.
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Figure 3.7 The recovery of IRAC-selected YSO candidates by the NIR criteria.
4’ = 3.28 pc
4’ = 2.76 pc
4’ = 1.88 pc
4’ = 3.16 pc4’ = 4.68 pc
4’ = 4.0 pc
Figure 3.8 The location of near-infrared selected Class I YSO candidates in the 4th
Quadrant Star Forming Regions.
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4’ = 4.0 pc
4’ = 3.28 pc
4’ = 1.88 pc
4’ = 2.76 pc
4’ = 3.16 pc4’ = 4.68 pc
Figure 3.9 The location of near-infrared selected Class II YSO candidates in the 4th
Quadrant Star Forming Regions.
Figure 3.10 The distribution of 3.6 µm magnitudes for Class I YSO candidates in the
4th Quadrant Star Forming Regions. The dashed lines mark the 90% com-
pleteness limit in each field.
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Figure 3.11 The distribution of 3.6 µm magnitudes for Class II YSO candidates in
the 4th Quadrant Star Forming Regions. The dashed lines mark the 90%
completeness limit in each field.
Figure 3.12 The best fit age and mass distributions for a sample of over 3000 YSOs
from the Spitzer survey of the Cygnus-X star forming complex courtesy of
James Kirk (2014).
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Figure 3.13 The dependence of the spectral index (α) on the shortest wavelength used
for the fit for YSOs in NGC 6334. The dark line shows the distribution for
fitting the slope of the SED between Ks and 24 µm and the gray line shows
the distribution when fitting the slope between 4.5µm and 24 µm. The left
panel shows the color-selected Class I YSO candidates and the right panel
shows the color-selected Class II YSO candidates.
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CHAPTER 4. STAR FORMATION RATE DIAGNOSTICS
4.1 Introduction
In nearby star forming regions, it is reasonable to assume that the observed sample
of YSOs is nearly complete and assign an average mass to the observed population. The
relative number of stars as a function of mass is called the Initial Mass Function (IMF).
The IMF is assumed to be a relatively universal distribution that applies both to field
stars in the Galaxy (after accounting for the disappearance of massive stars that have
already gone through their full evolution), as well as a description of the number of stars
as a function of mass that form within an individual molecular cloud. The IMF described
by Kroupa (Kroupa , 2001) describes the number of stars by mass as a broken power-law
according to:
ξ(M) = M−α (4.1)
α = 2.3;M > 0.5M (4.2)
α = 1.3; 0.5 > M > 0.08M (4.3)
α = 0.3;M < 0.08M (4.4)
The average stellar mass according to a Kroupa IMF is 0.5 M; this is adopted as
the average stellar mass in most nearby studies of star formation. Objects less than 0.08
M are not technically stars, but are instead brown dwarfs. There are suggestions in
simulations that the formation of brown dwarfs is actually suppressed in massive star
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forming regions (Gahm et al., 2007), which could cause more significant variations of
the power-law index for the lowest mass objects in different star forming environments.
Unfortunately, brown dwarfs are far too faint to be studied with the current observations
of star forming regions at distances > 1 kpc. Instead, we consider only for objects
significantly above approximately 0.1 M (stars above the hydrogen burning limit).
Figure 4.1 A sample Kroupa IMF normalized to the number of 1 M stars.
The shape of a typical Kroupa IMF is shown in Figure 4.1. Knowing the mass dis-
tribution of a stellar population allows the characterization of physical processes such
as the star formation rate and efficiency. In nearby regions assuming that the averaged
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observed mass is identical to the average mass of a standard IMF is a reasonable assump-
tion. For more distant regions, such as the 4th Quadrant sample described in Chapter
2, the implementation of strict criteria to identify the YSOs, the effects of saturation
and the decreased efficacy of source detection in the bright nebular emission all result in
observed Class I and Class II populations that are noticeably incomplete.
We have developed a new method that accounts for the incompleteness of a stellar
census to characterize the stellar mass corresponding to the observed YSO population.
The stellar mass in turn can be used to determine the star formation rate. The 4th Quad-
rant star forming regions were chosen due to their similarity to the massive star forming
regions that dominate the integrated emission from star forming galaxies. Therefore, we
also use these regions to investigate how well extragalactic star formation rate tracers
can reproduce the star formation rates on small scales within the Galaxy.
4.2 Determining the Mass of the Stellar Populations
We have used the observed population of YSO candidates and YSO models to esti-
mate the lowest mass objects at which our survey is complete, and infer the lower-mass
population from that point by assuming a standard Kroupa IMF. The normalization for
the Kroupa IMF depends on the number of sources observed brighter than the complete-
ness limit for the region studied.
The YSO models used are from a grid of 200,710 simulated YSO SEDs computed by
Robitaille et al. (2006) for YSOs at a nominal distance of 1 kpc. The models involve
a number of physical parameters including the mass of the central star, the age of the
star, the accretion rate from the envelope and the accretion rate from the disk, as well
as the inclination angle at which the YSO is observed. The model grid is not uniform
for the different parameters, instead spaced to sample physically interesting ranges of
the parameter space. One of the limitations of these models is that they do not describe
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young binary stars / multiple systems. The primary source of the protostellar luminosity
for the earliest stages of evolution is the accretion luminosity. The accretion rate onto a
star is significantly variable resulting in significant variations in the luminosity of a star
(both bolometric and at specific wavelengths) with time. The models therefore provide
an averaged view of the dependence of observable properties on the physical properties
of the real stars they are intended to describe.
In total the models contain over 20 free parameters, while the individual sources we
have observed only have between 4 and 8 different data points in the SED, so the physical
parameters of these models are not constrained. Rather than relying on the best fitting
SED model for an individual YSO, we instead use the models to determine the probability
distribution that an observed source at a given 3.6 µm magnitude corresponds to a YSO of
a given mass. In order to do so we want to ensure that the model probability distribution
reflects the probability of observing a source, rather than strictly the distribution of the
model grid. To do this, we first generate a mass distribution for 10,000 stars that
are randomly generated to match a Kroupa IMF between the range of 1 and 50 M.
For each synthetic stellar mass we collect the models from the Robitaille grid within
a log(M) = 0.1 range. Within this mass range we weight the probability of selecting
each individual model by the inclination angle it is observed at based on sin(i), since
there are more orientations that allow us to observe a source close to edge-on (disk in
the plane of the sky) vs. pole-on (outflow / rotation axis oriented towards us). From
this weighted bin we then randomly select a single YSO model to add to our simulated
cluster, resulting in physically-motivated distributions of stellar mass and inclination
angle, the two parameters most directly related to the observable properties. All other
model parameters are sampled randomly.
We created 100 of these simulated clusters and then combined them together to get a
sample of 1,000,000 YSOs with the masses distributed according to a Kroupa IMF. We
then took the synthetic photometry and scale the magnitudes from 1 kpc (the default
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distance) to the adopted distance to each star forming region (1.6 to 4 kpc) and then
run the 1,000,000 star cluster through the YSO selection cuts we outlined in Chapter
3. This isolated the model YSO SEDs that have the same observable properties as the
Class I and Class II YSOs that we identified in our star forming regions and weights
them according to the probability that an individual model would have been observed.
As we do not typically detect the Class 0 sources below 10 µm, we excluded models with
very high envelope accretion rates. After identifying the models that matched the Class
I and Class II YSO criteria, the leftover models that were not sufficiently red enough in
the near- and mid-infrared to meet either the IRAC or near-infrared Class I or Class II
YSO selection criteria were assigned to represent Class III YSOs.
We examined each YSO Class independently and grouped models by their 3.6 µm
magnitude in bins 0.1 magnitudes wide. In each magnitude bin we examined the dis-
tribution of stellar mass and selected the peak of the probability distribution (the mass
with the highest frequency of matching the given magnitude) as the average mass for
models within that magnitude range. We integrated under the probability distribution
around the peak until the mass range included 65% of the models. The smallest mass
within this range is adopted as the lower bound for the mass, and the highest mass within
this range is adopted as the upper bound. Using this approach, we have established an
average mass-magnitude relation for the YSO models based on their brightness at 3.6
µm with upper and lower limits based on the probabilities of observing YSOs with the
given magnitudes.
4.2.1 NGC 6334 YSO Mass
Next we used the observed 3.6 µm magnitude histogram for the NGC 6334 Class I
and II YSOs (shown in Figure 4.2) to determine the approximate magnitude at which
each class is complete, identified by the point at which the magnitude histogram ceases to
increase. In this way, we determine the Class I YSO population is complete to [3.6] = 12.5
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with 220 YSOs brighter than this limit in NGC 6334. The Class II YSO population is
complete to [3.6] = 13, with 987 YSOs brighter than this limit. We used the average
mass-magnitude relation derived from the YSO models to translate our magnitudes into a
mass range. We find the [3.6] = 12.5 for Class I YSOs corresponds to Mcomplete = 0.75
+0.9
−0.6
M, with a median value of 1.2 M. For Class II YSOs we find Mcomplete = 0.3+0.3−0.15 M,
with a median value of 0.3 M, all at the assumed distance of 1.6 kpc.
Figure 4.2 3.6 µm magnitudes for NGC 6334 YSOs. The dashed lines mark the mag-
nitude at which the observations are complete.
We used the number of YSOs brighter than the completeness limit (220 Class I and
987 Class II) to normalize a Kroupa IMF with α = 2.3 for M > 0.5M and α = 1.3
for M < 0.5M. By extrapolating from Mcomplete down to the hydrogen burning limit
(0.08 M), we estimate that there are approximately 1600 Class I YSOs in NGC 6334
and 2400 Class II YSOs. The derived mass in Class I YSOs is 800+1500−600 M. The derived
mass in Class II YSOs is 1200+1400−500 M.
Although we did not directly isolate the Class III population in our point source
catalog, we can use the fact that young stars have a high level of X-ray activity to
characterize the population of the more evolved stars in NGC 6334. A Chandra X-
ray survey of NGC 6334 (Feigelson et al., 2009) detected approximately 1,600 sources
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identified as pre-main sequence stars; we find only 49 Class I and 165 Class II YSOs
within 6′′ of these X-ray sources, confirming that the majority (almost 90%) of the X-ray
sources are likely to be more evolved Class III YSOs / pre-main sequence stars that are
otherwise not included in our YSO census. Feigelson et al. (2009) determined that the
X-ray sample was complete to approximately 1 M, and that extrapolating to low X-ray
levels below their detection threshold would suggest a total of 20,000 to 30,000 pre-main
sequence stars associated with the complex.
Figure 4.3 3.6 µm magnitudes and [3.6] − [4.5] for NGC 6334 Chandra x-ray sources.
The dashed lines mark the magnitude at which the observations are com-
plete.
We matched our IRAC sources detected at 3.6 µm to the Chandra X-ray catalog,
finding 1,400 total matches and adopt this as our Class III YSO population. Many of
these sources display minimal infrared excess, with a median [3.6] − [4.5] of 0.09. As
seen in Figure 4.3, the Class III sources are complete to [3.6] = 13, with 873 sources
brighter than this limit. From the Robitaille models, for Class III YSOs [3.6] = 13
corresponds to approximately Mcomplete = 1.5 ± 0.6 M at a distance of 1.6 kpc. We
apply the same method of normalizing a Kroupa IMF as we applied to the Class I and
Class II YSOs. We find the 873 Class III / pre-main-sequence stars detected brighter
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than [3.6] = 13 represent a total population with mass 7900+4700−3900 M. Using a standard
0.5 M average stellar mass for the 20,000 - 30,000 stars reported by Feigelson et al.
(2009) we would expect 10,000 - 15,000 M in Class III YSOs in NGC 6334. The high
level of diffuse emission that makes it difficult to achieve a uniform completeness across
the observed field means that even our YSO samples that are assumed to be complete
may be missing a significant number of sources. The true value for the YSO stellar mass
are therefore likely to be closer to the upper end of the ranges derived by examining the
sources detected at 3.6 µm. By extension, the derived physical quantities we report (star
formation rate and efficiency) may also under-represent the total star formation activity
in NGC 6334 by a factor of up to 2.
4.2.2 4th Quadrant YSO Mass
For the additional 4th Quadrant star forming regions with only warm Spitzer obser-
vations, we instead applied only the near-infrared selection criteria to the 1,000,000 star
simulated cluster. We then consider the simulated photometry at H, Ks, and 3.6 and
4.5 µm for each of the models in this sample and apply the YSO color selection criteria.
We then compare the 3.6 µm magnitude to the stellar mass for each model that matches
the Class I or Class II YSO criteria, respectively. We consider the models within a 0.5
magnitude bin and examine the distribution of model YSOs within a 0.5 magnitude bin
around the 3.6 µm magnitude at which our observed YSO population is complete, as-
suming that this completeness limit is the same for both field stars as well as our YSOs.
We adopt the peak of the distribution as the corresponding mass and the 1σ spread of
the distribution for the upper and lower limits on the mass estimate. Finally, we use a
Kroupa IMF to extrapolate below this completeness limit down to the hydrogen burning
limit to estimate the total number of YSOs and mass in the YSO population for each
observed star forming region. The YSO mass that we derive from this method is given
in Table 4.1.
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4.2.3 YSO Mass from the best-fit SED for individual sources
We also determine the total mass in YSOs from fitting the SED of each observed
YSO candidate in each star forming region to determine a mass estimate for each source.
We applied a Bayesian method of fitting the Robitaille YSO model SEDs to the observed
fluxes to determine the best-fit model for each case. We use the extinction value from
our Herschel column density maps (or near-infrared extinction map) that corresponds
to the location of each source as projected against the cloud as an input to the fitting
routine, but there is a degeneracy between the extinction of the source and the stellar
mass of the best fitting models. An example best-fit YSO model is shown for a Class II
YSO candidate from G305 in Figure 4.4. In addition to the best fit model, Figure 4.4
also shows the probability distribution functions for the luminosity, AV , age, and mass
for this particular YSO. This particular source is chosen because it represents a severe
limitation of this effect: with a maximum of only 5 data points, it is difficult to constrain
the physical parameters of this source. The distributions for the most likely extinction,
mass, and luminosity are all significantly bimodal. This source is either a massive 20 - 30
M star viewed through about 20 magnitudes of visual extinction, or it is an intrinsically
low luminosity source of about 0.3 M. The best-fit model, the single model SED that
give the smallest χ2 value, indicates that the lower mass is correct.
In NGC 6334, we have a larger number of wavebands available. Correspondingly, the
sources with detection in more bands have more promising fits. Figure 4.5 shows the best
fit YSO model SED and the probability distribution function for a Class II YSO in NGC
6334 that was observed from J band through 24 µm. The model predicts much higher
flux in the IRAC wavebands than was observed for this particular source. Although the
probability distribution functions are no longer bimodal, they are also quite broad and a
wide range of physical parameters could generate an equivalently-good fit for this source.
Based on these limitations, we do not expect the results for the total mass distribution
to be very physical. We examined the distribution of the mass of the best fit model
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Figure 4.4 A sample best-fit YSO model SED and the probability distribution functions
for a source in G305 that was detected from J to 4.5 µm.
for each star forming region. We compared the Class I and Class II YSO populations
individually. We assume that the YSO populations are best-described by a Kroupa
IMF and find the Kroupa IMF that minimized χ2 for YSO masses below 20 M. We
integrated under this best fit IMF to get the estimated total YSO mass for each region,
considering Class I and Class II YSOs separately. The fits for the individual YSOs tend
to result in bimodal mass distributions, with slightly higher probability assigned to the
low mass sources. The best-fit Kroupa IMF for each YSO population suggests that our
observations are more complete for low-mass Class I YSOs than for Class II YSOs, as
demonstrated in Figure 4.6. Table 4.2 presents the mass in Class I YSOs, Class II YSOs,
and the total mass for fitting both Class I and Class II YSOs simultaneously.
For NGC 6334, we used all the available data to fit the sources; where available, the
best-fit SED as fit between J band and 24 µm. In the rest of the 4th Quadrant star
forming regions the observations limit us to finding the best-fit SED between J band and
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Figure 4.5 A sample best-fit YSO model SED and the probability distribution functions
for a source in NGC 6334 that was detected from J to 24 µm.
4.5 µm. According to the mass distributions in Figure 4.6 there are no significant differ-
ences between the different star forming regions. If this were accurate, it would indicate
that despite the differing distances to our regions (from 1.6 to 4 kpc) our observations
are sensitive enough to observe nearly all the YSOs from the most massive stars down to
the hydrogen burning limit. Given that the brightness of a source will decrease as 1/d2,
we should expect that observations with the same flux sensitivity are sensitive only to
higher mass stars at greater distances.
4.3 Star Formation Rate from YSO Mass
The star formation rate specifies the mass of stars formed over a given time inter-
val. We have described two different methods that we can use to determine the stellar
mass corresponding to our observed sample of YSOs. The time component of the star
formation rate is typically taken to be the average age of the stars that are observed. A
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Figure 4.6 The distribution of masses from the best-fit SED models. This method
suggests that despite the different distances and SED coverage between the
different star forming regions, our observations are sensitive to all young
stars down to the hydrogen burning limit in each molecular cloud.
star’s age cannot be measured directly. For older stars that are on the main sequence,
asteroseismology can tell us about the relative size and density of the core which, when
compared to models of stellar evolution, provides us with an age estimate for a given
star (Christensen-Dalsgaard, 1988). New results indicate that asteroseismology may also
be applied to young stars, at least during the last stages of their pre-main sequence
evolution (Zwintz et al., 2014).
We adopt a 2 Myr disk half-life to convert from our observed YSO population mass
into a star formation rate. This is the same timescale used in the c2d and GBS program
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Table 4.3 4th Quadrant Star Formation Rate from Fitting the Mass of the Observed
Near-Infrared YSO Population
Region Area YSO Mass ΣSFR
[pc2] [M] [MMyr−1pc−2]
G305 958 702+615−322 0.4
+0.3
−0.2
G326.6 442 426+468−226 0.5
+0.5
−0.2
G326.4 609 231+268−123 0.2
+0.3
−0.1
G333 602 721+676−376 0.6
+0.6
−0.3
G351 321 289+310−159 0.5
+0.5
−0.3
NGC 6334 644 827+496−366 0.6
+0.4
−0.3
and is derived from disk frequency in nearby molecular clouds. In order to compare
our work with the results of extragalactic studies we need to convert our star formation
rates into surface densities. To do this, we divide by the full area observed with 5 band
coverage in pc2.
The stellar mass determined by either of these methods is limited by how reliably the
YSO selection methods are able to measure the entire population of young stars. We have
already seen that in NGC 6334, the near-infrared criteria only recover approximately 50%
of the Class I YSOs, and approximately 84% of the Class II YSOs. Another issue that
limits the completeness of our young star sample is that not all young stars are observed
with significant infrared excess, especially those that are in close proximity to the high
mass stars in the field. In region G305, for example, the young cluster Danks 1 has an
estimated age of 1.5+1.5−0.5 Myr and contains an estimated 8000 ± 1500M (Davies et al.,
2012), but only 2 sources in the cluster were identified with sufficient infrared excess
to be identified as YSOs. The more wide-spread YSO population in G305 of all of the
detected infrared-excess sources has a total estimated mass 702+615−322 M. For this region
the infrared-excess sources we observed represent only about 10% of the identified stellar
content in G305. We include a correction for the mass content of the Danks 1 cluster in
G305 when we estimate the total star formation rate of the complex averaged over the
assumed 2 Myr timescale traced by the population of Class I and Class II YSOs.
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4.4 Infrared Star Formation Tracers in Galactic Star Forming
Regions
The Kennicutt-Schmidt relation indicates that ΣSFR ∼ Σ1.4gas, averaged over entire
galaxies, while previous Spitzer results find that local, low-mass molecular clouds have
star formation rates up to an order of magnitude higher than the Kennicutt-Schmidt
relation predicts based on their mass surface densities. The Kennicutt (1998) study
used Hα emission as a tracer of star formation, an observable that traces the number
of ionizing photons produced by the young massive stars. Star formation in embedded
systems is poorly traced by Hα emission due to high extinction.
Multiple extragalactic programs have calibrated mid- and far-infrared monochromatic
luminosities relative to the star formation rates predicted by more direct measurements
of the flux of ionizing photons such as Hα and radio free-free emission. We examine 4
of these star formation rate tracers, a total infrared measure based on 12 µm luminosity
(Pe´rez-Gonza´lez et al., 2005), two calibrations based on 24 µm luminosity from Murphy
et al. (2011) and Kennicutt & Evans (2012), and 70 µm luminosity from Calzetti et al.
(2010).
The 12 µm luminosity for each region was measured from the archival IRAS ob-
servations spanning the same area covered by the YSO search and the column density
maps. In some cases it is apparent that these boundaries do not contain all of the mid-
infrared flux associated with these star forming complexes, for example in G305 or G333
where the 12 µm emission continues beyond the observed field. We convert between the
IRAS 12 µm luminosity and the total infrared luminosity according to the conversion in
(Pe´rez-Gonza´lez et al., 2005):
logLTIR[L] = log (0.89+0.38−0.27) + 1.094 logLMSX,C [ergs
−1] (4.5)
SFRTIR[Myr−1] = 1.71× 10−10LTIR (4.6)
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Due to the large number of bright sources, most of these regions are saturated in the
existing MIPSGAL 24 µm observations. Instead we have used archival observations from
the Mid-course Space Experiment (MSX) program to determine the luminosity of each
region at MSX band E spanning 18.2 - 25.1 µm with an isophotal wavelength λ = 21.34
(Price et al., 2001). We use the star formation rate conversion from Murphy et al. (2011)
to convert between the MSX band E luminosity and the star formation rate according
to:
SFR24µm,Murphy[Myr−1] = 5.58× 10−38(νLν,24µm)0.826[ergs−1] (4.7)
An alternate conversion for 24 µm band luminosity to star formation rate is given in
(Kennicutt & Evans, 2012) as
log SFR24µm,Kennicutt[Myr−1] = logL24µm − log(42.69) (4.8)
We use the Hi-GAL Observations of these regions at 70 µm to determine the star
formation rates according to the conversion from Calzetti et al. (2010) given by
log(Σ70)[ergs
−1kpc−2] = (1.089± 0.013)× log(ΣSFR) + 43.303± 0.029) (4.9)
For region G351 the Hi-GAL coverage was insufficient so we substituted an estimated
L70 interpolated from the IRAS 60 µm and 100 µm according to the calibration also
given in Calzetti et al. (2010).
The star formation rates from these four tracers are compared in Figures 4.7 and 4.8
to the star formation rates from the stellar census. The left column displays the star
formation rates from finding the best-fit model SED for an individual YSO and the
right column shows the star formation rates from fitting the observed YSO population
to recover the unobserved portion of the IMF. There appears to be very little correlation
between the luminosity (star formation rate) based on the mid-infrared indicators and
the star formation rates derived from fitting the SED of the individual YSOs.
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As noted previously, G305 has a significant stellar component that is too crowded to
have been resolved as individual sources by these observations and/or lacks significant
infrared excess to be identified as YSOs. From previous studies G333 has also been
identified as one of the most prolific star forming complexes within the Galaxy. In the
bottom right panel of Figure 4.8 we can treat the G305 and G333 star formation rates as
lower limits. If we do so, we see a correlation between the 70 µm star formation rate and
the star formation rate for the population of near-infrared YSOs – uncorrected for massive
young clusters and the color-incompleteness described in Chapter 3.2.2. Fitting a linear
relation for NGC 6334, G326-4, G326-6 and G351 yields ΣSFR,70 = 1.55×ΣSFR,Y SO−0.27.
If we adopt this relation then the 70 µm luminosities of G305 and G333 would indicate
that the star formation rate in G305 (measured by the near-infrared YSO census) should
be 0.98 M Myr−1 pc−2 and G333 should be 0.93 M Myr−1 pc−2. Both values are
approximately a factor of 2 higher than what we measured with the stellar census.
However, this correction is likely insufficient to account for all of the incomplete-
ness of these samples. For example, in NGC 6334 more than 3,800 sources that have
been directly detected as young stars associated with the molecular cloud, either in the
near-infrared, IRAC, or in x-ray. If we first assume that these observations detected
every source in the cloud above 0.1 M we can adopt the 0.5 M average mass from
a Kroupa IMF and use the 2 Myr disk half-life to find ΣSFR,stars = 1.5. In order to
match ΣSFR,NIRY SO the average stellar age traced by this population would have to be
5.2 Myr. Although measuring stellar ages is difficult, a new J magnitude vs. x-ray lumi-
nosity chronometer has been recently calibrated and applied to a number of massive star
forming regions, including NGC 6334 (Getman et al., 2013). According to this study
the median stellar age in NGC 6334 is much closer to 2 Myrs. Instead of assuming that
these observations were all complete we can use their sensitivity to estimate the smallest
mass detected by each survey. These sensitivity limits indicate the 3,800 sources are
likely the most massive 20 - 40% of a larger population containing up to 20,000 stars.
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Figure 4.7 Comparison of mid-infrared Star Formation Rate Tracers. In the left col-
umn, the x-axis plots the star formation rate determined from the best-fit
SED for each observed YSO. In the right column the x-axis plots the star
formation rate determined by comparing the observed YSOs above the com-
pleteness limit to model stellar clusters. The top row y-axis plots ΣSFR from
the 12 µm observations and the bottom row y-axis plots ΣSFR for the 24 µm
calibration from Kennicutt (2012). In each panel, the green box is G326-6,
the blue triangle is G326-4, the orange diamond is G351, the magenta star
is NGC 6334, the red circle is G333 and the black square is G305.
This indicates that for NGC 6334 the best star formation rate surface density estimate is
ΣSFR,stars = 7.8 M Myr−1 pc−2, 13 times higher than the star formation rate indicated
by the 70 µm luminosity. In Chapter 6 we will investigate potential factors that con-
tribute to this discrepancy. However, this difference also illustrates that a YSO search,
particularly in the infrared, will only uncover a small portion of the total stellar popula-
tion of a star forming cloud. The star formation rates derived from these methods have
an intrinsic uncertainty due to the incompleteness of the source samples.
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Figure 4.8 Comparison of mid-infrared Star Formation Rate Tracers. In the left col-
umn, the x-axis plots the star formation rate determined from the best-fit
SED for each observed YSO. In the right column the x-axis plots the star
formation rate determined by comparing the observed YSOs above the com-
pleteness limit to model stellar clusters. The top row y-axis plots ΣSFR for
the 24 µm calibration from Murphy (2011) and the y-axis on the bottom row
plots ΣSFR for the 70 µm calibration from Calzetti (2010). In each panel,
the green box is G326-6, the blue triangle is G326-4, the orange diamond is
G351, the magenta star is NGC 6334, the red circle is G333 and the black
square is G305.
4.5 Summary
The star formation rate of a molecular cloud describes the rate at which the diffuse
molecular material is converted into stars. If we base a star formation rate measurement
on an observed sample of stars we need to convert between the observed properties
(number of sources, luminosity, and color) into the physical mass. This conversion is
model dependent, as astronomical masses can only be measured directly in systems such
as binary stars.
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The grid of YSO model SEDs computed by Robitaille et al. (2006) can be used to
develop a model of how a YSO population appears when observed. We drew a simulated
cluster from these models, choosing the ‘stars’ to match physically motivated distribu-
tions in mass and observed inclination angle. The model grid can also be compared to a
single observed YSO to find the best fitting model, and in turn generate for each source a
probability distribution of all of the best fitting masses, ages, etc. from the entire model
grid. The large number of free parameters in the model grid makes it difficult to con-
strain the physical properties of an individual YSO in our 4th Quadrant sample (which
typically have been detected at 4 or 5 total wavebands). Critically, there is degeneracy
between the best-fit line of sight extinction and the mass of the source that cannot be
broken with data only in the near-infrared. Observations at shorter wavelengths would
assist in separating out highly extincted sources from lower mass, less extincted sources.
For younger sources the emission from the envelope (at λ > 8µm) should dominate the
total luminosity. Observations at longer wavelengths are necessary to characterize the
total luminosity and mass of the particularly young sources. Most of the extremely young
sources will simply be missed by a YSO search between J band and 4.5 µm due to high
local extinction and their preferential locations in highly extincted lines of sight buried
deep within molecular clouds.
High UV flux from the most massive (and short-lived) stars will quickly clear their
local surroundings and make these sources detectable at infrared and visible wavelengths.
The flux of these ionizing photons can be traced by measuring the emission from ionized
gas, such as emission lines of Hydrogen (i.e. Hα line at 6500 A˚) or by measuring the
emission from dust heated by the ionizing photons. The heated dust re-radiates in the
far-infrared, a portion of the electromagnetic spectrum that is much less sensitive to
extinction. Using stellar population models, monochromatic mid- and far-infrared lumi-
nosities have been calibrated to use as tracers of the star formation rate in distant galaxies
where the stars are unresolved. However, these tracers significantly underestimate the
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star formation rate relative to the stellar census.
Ultimately, the best method for determining the star formation rate for a given cloud
is to observe the entire population of young stars (using a broad variety of techniques
including both infrared and xray), determine the full mass in that population, and di-
vide by the length of time over which those stars have formed. Fitting the entire stellar
population decreases the impact of extinction, minimal wavelength coverage, and in-
completeness in our observations. Adopting a model IMF and fitting it to the observed
complete sample lets us fill in sources with the same colors / evolutionary state, but
we’re still missing the youngest sources. We can approximate the number of sources
missed based on the results for NGC 6334 comparing the 4 IRAC band vs. near-infrared
YSO identification methods. This method assumes that the same types of stars would
be forming at roughly the same rates in all star forming regions, and the validity of this
assumption is currently untested. With both the near-infrared and the longer wavelength
YSO identification methods, we miss massive young clusters and other blended sources,
which becomes more problematic at larger distances. Also, by adopting a specific form
of the IMF we are unable to test whether the IMF is actually universal – something that
would be very useful to know for these massive star forming regions.
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CHAPTER 5. PROBING THE MASS AND STRUCTURE
OF MOLECULAR CLOUDS WITH EXTINCTION AND
DUST EMISSION
5.1 Introduction
Gas above a critical density is the necessary required condition in order for a star
to form. Therefore, the structure, and particularly the density structure, of molecular
clouds play a strong role in determining their star forming properties. We have used
two primary methods to probe the density structure of these molecular clouds: the first
is mapping the near-infrared extinction based on the near-infrared colors of background
stars (or based on the number density of background stars), and the second method uses
the emission from cold dust to trace the dense structures within the clouds.
5.2 Extinction Maps
Extinction refers to the scattering or absorption of light by dust in the interstellar
medium (ISM). Figure 5.1 shows an example of the infrared extinction curve as seen
through the Serpens molecular cloud. In this figure, the observed extinction is plotted
relative to the extinction at Ks band. Typically, the magnitude of extinction decreases at
longer wavelengths. The typical size of a dust grain in the ISM is < 1 µm, so the larger
the wavelength of light is relative to the size of the dust grain, the less extincted the
light. Extinction has two primary effects on astronomical observations. First, extinction
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absorbs a fraction of the light. If the extinction is equivalent to 5 magnitudes at V band
(visual light, AV = 5) then only 1 out of 100 photons at that wavelength is able to pass
through the dust and be observed; the dust blocks 99% of visual light from reaching us.
If the extinction is AV = 10, only 1 out of 10,000 visible-light photons reaches us.
Figure 5.1 The mid-infrared extinction law for the Serpens molecular cloud from Chap-
man et al. (2009).
The situation is much better in the near-infrared. At Ks band, the magnitude of
the extinction is typically 8 times lower than the visible extinction. When AV = 5 we
find AKs ∼ 0.5, or 2 out of every 3 photons reaches us; nearly 2/3 of the light and 60
times more light than at visual wavelengths. The second effect of extinction is due to
this wavelength dependence. The spectrum of background objects becomes redder when
passing through the dusty ISM because more of the blue light is scattered away, allowing
only the red light to travel (relatively) unimpeded.
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The scattering effect of the dust can be seen in observations of massive young clusters,
such as the Pleiades. The Pleiades contain a number of high mass stars that emit a lot
of blue light. Coincidentally, the Pleiades is currently passing through a denser patch
of the ISM with more dust than in our Solar neighborhood. The dust deflects some of
the light that the stars have emitted in different directions and sends it on to the Earth,
illuminating a reflection nebula with a characteristic blue glow. We see this similar effect
with short wavelength light in the vicinity of the massive stars in NGC 6334 in Figure 5.2
N
E
2 pc
Figure 5.2 The near-infrared view of NGC 6334 shows both extinction and scattering
of starlight by the ISM. The dark lanes stretching from the upper left to
the lower right mark the presence of dense gas and dust. By comparing to
Figure 2.4 we see that the densest clouds remain opaque even at 24 µm.
The blue glow interspersed between the dark filamentary structures shows
the scattering of starlight due to the ISM.
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The NICER algorithm (Lombardi & Alves, 2001) is a method to determine the equiva-
lent visual extinction towards a given star based on its colors in the near and mid-infrared.
The routine assumes that the background stars are approximately K type, somewhat in-
trinsically redder than our Sun. This algorithm was applied to the sources in the 0.8
square degree region covered at J , H, Ks, 3.6 and 4.5 µm. At each pixel in the map we
took the median value of the extinction for all sources within a given angular distance
after performing a cut to remove foreground sources. In extremely dense conditions, (i.e.
in the dark clouds in NGC 6334) insufficient numbers of background stars are detected
to get an accurate measure of the extinction. These extremely dense regions have a
lower bound of AV > 30 and overlap with the dark clouds of the field as seen in all 4
IRAC bands and even the MIPS 24 µm images. In these regions we used the local stellar
density to derive a lower bound for the total extinction. The un-patched extinction map
is shown in Figure 5.3, with contours of point source density to highlight the areas where
the large average distances between point sources suggest the low extinction values in the
map are anomalous. The patched near-infrared extinction map is shown in Figure 5.4.
Dust column densities derived from Herschel Hi-GAL and HOBYS results show that
along the dense ridges in NGC 6334, the total visual extinction exceeds several hundred
magnitudes (Russeil et al., 2013). Approximately 10 pc2 along the ridge have column
densities that exceed the 0.7 g cm−2 (AV ∼ 200) suggested as the threshold for massive
stars formation by Krumholz & McKee (2008). The extremely high column densities
in the ridge match extinction measurements from Chandra X-ray observations of NGC
6334 (Feigelson et al., 2009).
A recent analysis of the optically visible O and B stars in NGC 6334 determined an
average foreground extinction of AV = 4.12±0.20 (Persi & Tapia, 2008). We subtracted
this line of sight component from the patched extinction map and summed the extinction
over the map, converting from magnitudes of extinction to column density usingN(H2) =
1.37× 1021AV (Heiderman et al., 2010; Draine, 2003). At the assumed distance to NGC
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6334 of 1.6 kpc, the 0.75 deg2 extinction map (Figure 5.4) corresponds to 590 pc2. We
assume a standard composition of 63% Hydrogen, 36% Helium and 1% dust to determine
the total cloud mass from the calculated hydrogen column density. We find the mass
of NGC 6334 is 2.2 × 105 M. Due to the limitations of calculating column density
from extinction when the extinction map saturates at approximately AV ∼ 30, this mass
should be considered a lower limit. Indeed, the HOBYS team reports 3.8 × 105 M
for NGC 6334 (Russeil et al., 2013). However, the area surveyed by the HOBYS team
also extends significantly farther than our extinction map, which may contribute to their
higher mass estimate.
Our mass estimate closely matches the mass derived from the Hi-GAL column density
map pertaining to the same area. After subtracting the line of sight component, we
find up to 70% of the mass of cloud appears to be contained in dense material above
the general star formation threshold of AV ∼ 10 (e.g.McKee 1989; Lada et al. 2010;
Heiderman et al. 2010). This high mass concentration is found both in the extinction
map derived from NICER as well as the Hi-GAL column density map.
5.3 Far-Infrared
Each of the star forming regions we have observed is located at very low Galactic
latitudes. As a result, the majority of point sources observed along the line of sight
towards each of these complexes are dominated by unassociated objects, such as back-
ground giant stars and background galaxies and a limited number of foreground objects.
The background objects are seen through a high level of extinction both due to the star
forming regions of interest as well as due to the more diffuse material along the line of
sight. Mapping the extinction across the region leads to median extinction values of
AV ∼ 10 magnitudes. However, where the cloud of interest is extremely dense it become
optically thick even in the infrared and we observe only a small handful of foreground
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sources in that patch of sky. This results in maps that predict extinction values that
are too high across the majority of the field where we would expect low to moderate
extinction due to the diffuse component of the cloud, and extinction values that are too
low towards the dense portions of the cloud that may contain 50% or more of the actual
mass.
To reduce the effects of this foreground/background confusion we have used observa-
tions from the PACS and SPIRE instruments onboard the Herschel Space Telescope to
map the column density towards each region. These observations were taken as part of
the Hi-GAL guaranteed time program (Molinari et al., 2010) to survey the inner Galactic
plane at 70, 160, 250, 350, and 500 µm. The map at each waveband is convolved to the
lowest resolution, that of the 500 µm map using the kernels computed by Aniano et al.
(2011). The emission in each band is averaged with a box size of 30 arcminutes in order
to produce a map of the diffuse (background) emission, which is subtracted from each
waveband. This also eliminates the need to apply an offset correction to the Herschel
observations, but decreases the sensitivity of these maps to low column density features
that may be associated with the star forming complexes.
The resulting background subtracted maps were aligned and stacked using MON-
TAGE. The resulting stack has a flux measurement at each pixel for 160µm, 250 µm,
350 µm and 500 µm; the 70 µm fluxes are ignored because they are not well fit by a
single-temperature modified blackbody described by Equation 5.1. For NGC 6334 we
substitute the ATLASGAL 850 µm map for the Hi-GAL 500 µm map in order to obtain
higher spatial resolution in the resulting column density and temperature maps. We as-
sume β = 2 and a gas-to-dust ratio of 100. We first use a look-up table to get an initial
guess for the column density and temperature that minimize the χ2 value for each pixel
in the stacked fits image. Then we use these as inputs for a routine that uses a Monte
Carlo approach to converge on the best fit temperature and column density for each pixel.
Temperature values below 8 K and column densities below log(NH2) < 20 are unphysical
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Table 5.1 4th Quadrant Σgas
Region Area Observed Area AV > 2 Subtended Mass Σgas
[pc2] [pc2] [M] [M pc−2]
G305 972 258 60897 236
G333 612 198 47156 238
G351 492 375 65832 175
G326.4 425 81 16989 210
G326.6 468 128 33221 260
and pixels with these values are ignored in the subsequent analysis. The Herschel column
density map for NGC 6334 is shown in Figure 5.5. The sites of massive star formation
were not fit by the temperature and column density because the far-infrared luminosity
is so high that these pixels saturated. They are displayed as the sparse red pixels along
the main ridge; the red areas to the right were areas with insufficient coverage for column
density determination.
S(ν) =
νβ+3
ehν/kT − 1 (5.1)
We extracted column density maps matching the size of the fields for which we had
5 band coverage and summed the mass corresponding to the given column densities
assuming µ = 2.37. Many of these maps indicate that the structure of these star forming
complexes extend beyond the area for which we have 5 band coverage. In addition,
some unknown fraction of the diffuse component that was subtracted from each star
forming region may be diffuse material local to the star forming region rather than
unrelated background / foreground material. For this reason the mass estimates that we
utilize here are likely lower limits for the true mass of these complexes, but we restrict
our subsequent analysis to the mass densities within the AV > 2 contour for ease of
comparison to Evans et al. (2014); Padoan et al. (2013).
As a final note, our sample includes two star forming complexes G326-6 and G326-4
that have very small projected spatial separations and distance estimates that are the
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same to within the typical margin of error (2.68 and 2.8 kpc, respectively). The Bronfman
et al. (2000) CS(2-1) catalog lists another source, here is a third source in the Bronfman et
al. (2000) CS(2-1) catalog located between 326.6 and 326.4 with a velocity intermediate
between the other two sources. The similar distances, small spatial separation and
velocity profile suggest that the G326 field may be one star forming complex extending at
least 60 or more pc, with different sub-regions in different evolutionary stages. However,
since the Herschel column density maps do not clearly indicate a link between the star
forming regions centered at l = 326.6 and l = 326.4 we treat each field individually in
the subsequent analysis.
5.4 Star Counting
One region in our sample, G351, is centered around b = 1.5◦ and is therefore too far
from the Galactic plane to have sufficient coverage in the Hi-GAL survey to generate a
column density map. For this region we have generated a map of the density of point
sources using our point source catalog from J band through 4.5 µm. Following the
procedure in (Cambre´sy, 1999) we convert the star counts into an estimate of the visual
extinction. The star density map provides a more realistic lower-limit of the extinction in
high column density areas with AV ∼ 40, although the true column densities may exceed
AV > 100. We assume the median level of extinction across the map is due to unrelated
line of sight material and subtract the median value, AV = 6.9 from the map. We use
this background subtracted extinction map in place of the Herschel column density map
we have calculated for each of the other regions, again restricting our analysis to the mass
densities within the AV > 2 contour. To convert between column density and extinction
we again adopt N(H2) = 1.37× 1021AV .
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5.5 Comparison and Limitations of Column Density
Determinations
Measuring the near-infrared extinction can allow for high-resolution mapping of the
structure of extinction in relatively nearby clouds where deep observations provide a
large sample of background stars. The farther a cloud, the fewer background stars it will
have and the lower the resolution of the extinction map. When we apply this method
to our observations of massive star forming regions at low Galactic latitudes we actually
suffer due to the depth of our observations. Our source catalogs are filled with hundreds
of thousands of background stars, many late-type giant stars that trace out the structure
of the Galaxy out to potentially 20 kpc away from the Sun. For clouds at intermediate
distances (1 - 4 kpc) the field will be filled with stars that have high extinction due to
the molecular cloud of interest as well as a much larger complement of stars with varying
degrees of high extinction that map out all of the other foreground and background clouds
along the line of sight. One can imagine that by combining molecular line observations
with Milky Way models and stellar population models we could better constrain which
sources are foreground sources, which are background, and perhaps even assist in the
identification of the discrete clouds along the same line of sight. However, without this
type of analysis, mapping the extinction towards a given star forming region results in a
high median extinction from the contamination by the large number of background stars
reddened by background clouds. Despite the contamination due to the large number of
reddened background sources, these observations are still not deep enough to penetrate
through the densest portions of the cloud. These observations are still limited to probing
portions of the cloud with extinction AV < 40 magnitudes.
Mapping the stellar density is another method to convert from observations of stars
in visible light to a measurement of the column density of a cloud. We have adapted this
method to provide a check for our color-based near-infrared extinction maps to identify
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regions with anomalously low extinction. This enables us to identify the portions of
the cloud where only foreground stars are visible and separate them from low column
density lines of sight where both foreground and background stars are visible. However,
this method would potentially be skewed by the presence of clustered stars within the star
forming regions themselves, so we do not adopt it as a stand-alone method of mapping
the extinction.
Fitting the spectrum of the dust emission using far-infrared observations provides
estimates of both the column density and temperature. One criticism of this method is
that the assumption that the line-of-sight temperature profile through a cloud is uniform
is not valid. In a giant molecular cloud the outer layers of a typical filament are exposed
to high interstellar radiation fields. This heats the cloud from the outside, causing the
lower density external layers to emit more radiation overall, and shifting the peak of the
spectrum towards shorter wavelengths. This effect can drown out the radiation from the
much colder and denser material buried within the filament. As a result, it has been
proposed that Herschel column density maps may under-predict the total mass in dense
structures by a factor of 2 or more (Wagle et al., 2014).
On the other hand, Herschel column density maps are sensitive to the total emission
along each line of sight. For clouds at low galactic latitudes, this emission could be
strongly contaminated by line of sight emission from foreground or background clouds.
Therefore, measuring the mass of a cloud using Herschel measurements may result in an
over-estimate of the mass of an individual cloud by a factor of 2 or more (Schneider et
al., 2014).
The uncertainty inherent in the mass determination from Herschel observations is not
significantly greater than the uncertainty from the foreground / background confusion
affecting extinction measurements. However, the Herschel observations allow us to probe
to much higher column densities (AV > 100), which allow us to probe the structures
that are responsible for the formation of massive stars and clusters. Therefore, Herschel
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column density maps are our preferred method of measuring the cloud mass (over the
observed portion of the cloud).
5.6 Summary
The dust content of a cloud can be measured via its emission in the far-infrared or
through the extinction it causes to the visible, near-infrared, or mid-infrared portion of
the light emitted from stars behind the cloud. By adopting a gas to dust ratio we can
derive an estimate of the total gas mass of a cloud from the observed dust. Although both
of these methods have limitations, column density maps from far-infrared observations
(i.e. emphHerschel) are able to probe to higher column densities. Both methods lack
velocity information that limits our ability to isolate the mass that corresponds to the
particular cloud we are interested in, along that line of sight. Although we can find
the median extinction and attribute that to the contaminating clouds this decreases
our sensitivity to low column density portions of the cloud. Therefore, the masses that
we determine from this method may actually be lower limits to the total mass of the
cloud. Also, this limits our ability to definitively measure the density threshold for star
formation.
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Figure 5.3 The near-infrared extinction map for NGC 6334 with contours of inverse
stellar density. The dark patches associated with the ridge at the top left
and the clump at the lower right highlight high column density areas where
an insufficient number of background stars are detected to determine the
column density through the cloud.
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Figure 5.4 The near-infrared extinction map for NGC 6334. The regions of high stellar
density and anomalously low extinction have been patched with a lower limit
for the actual column density.
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Figure 5.5 The Herschel column density map for NGC 6334 in equivalent magnitudes
of visual extinction. Red marks areas with insufficient coverage or where
the 500 µm observations were saturated.
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CHAPTER 6. BRIDGING NEARBY AND
EXTRAGALACTIC STAR FORMATION: THE
KENNICUTT SCHMIDT RELATION
6.1 Introduction
Observations of Σgas and ΣSFR in nearby galaxies can resolve structures on the order
of 30 - 50 pcs in size, containing all of the information of a GMC in a single pixel. Bigiel et
al. (2008) found that the resolved Kennicutt-Schmidt relation within galaxies displayed 3
regimes of star formation (Figure 6.1). At low Σgas there is very little correlation between
ΣSFR and Σgas. Around Σgas = 10 M pc−2 the total gas density becomes dominated
by the molecular phase and power-law behavior is seen for ΣSFR ∝ Σαgas, interpreted
as a threshold for star formation. The third regime begins around 200 M pc−2 and
marks a sharp increase in the efficiency of star formation as seen in global averages for
starburst galaxies. In this chapter we will combine our measurements of ΣSFR and Σgas
for the massive star forming regions within our galaxy and compare to the empirical
Kennicutt-Schmidt relation for external galaxies.
6.2 Mid-Infrared Traced Milky Way Kennicutt-Schmidt
Relation
In external galaxies the star formation rate is determined not by counting up individ-
ual stars, but by using observables to trace the emission from massive stars that serve as
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Figure 6.1 The Schmidt-law in external galaxies on scales of 30 - 50 pc from Bigiel et
al. (2008).
a proxy for the star formation activity. In Figure 6.2 we show the star formation rates
from four extragalactic tracers compared to the Kennicutt-Schmidt relation for external
galaxies (based on star formation rates from Hα measurements). The star formation
rates determined from direct counts of YSOs for the GBS and c2d clouds are also shown
for comparison. The star formation rate tracers have much larger dispersion for the low
mass star forming regions than for the high mass star forming regions. As we described
previously, in many of the low mass star forming regions the mid-infrared emission ap-
pears dominated by interstellar rather than local radiation fields. In the massive star
forming regions the heating from the high mass stars leads to mid infrared luminosities
that are significantly above the Galactic background levels.
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Figure 6.2 The Kennicutt-Schmidt Relation for Mid-Infrared Star Formation Tracers
in the 4th Quadrant Massive Star Forming regions. The diamonds show
ΣSFR,12µm, the open circles mark ΣSFR,24µm for the Kennicutt (2012) cali-
bration, the boxes mark ΣSFR,24µm for the Murphy (2011) calibration and the
stars mark ΣSFR,70µm using the Calzetti (2010) calibration. The best fit lin-
ear relation between log ΣSFR and log Σgas is plotted as the dashed line. The
solid line marks the extragalactic Kennicutt-Schmidt relation with α = 1.4
from Kennicutt (1998) and the black dots mark the location of the c2d and
GBS YSO-based star formation rates.
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The star formation rate based on the 12 µm luminosity, shown in the upper left panel
in Figure 6.2, is over an order of magnitude lower than extragalactic relation. The best-
fit relation for log(ΣSFR) vs. log(Σgas), shown as a dashed line in the upper left panel,
is given by:
log(ΣSFR,12) = 0.95× log(Σgas)− 3.49 (6.1)
In these massive star forming regions the 12 µm luminosity is a poor proxy for the
total infrared luminosity of these regions. For the star formation rate surface density to
approach the values seen in the nearby star forming regions Σ12µm has to under-predict
the star formation rate in these regions by nearly an order of magnitude.
The two different 24 µm calibrations also lead to α ≤ 1,
log(ΣSFR,24(Kennicutt)) = 1.05× log(Σgas)− 3.28 (6.2)
log(ΣSFR,24(Murphy)) = 0.85× log(Σgas)− 2.08 (6.3)
The monochromatic star formation tracers at 24 µm both result in a sub-linear slope
to the Kennicutt-Schmidt relation. The Kennicutt calibration puts the star formation
rate for the massive star forming regions below the extragalactic relation, and the Murphy
calibration puts the star formation rate at or above the α = 1.4 extragalactic relation.
The best fit to the 70 µm traced star formation rate is virtually indistinguishable
from the extragalactic Kennicutt-Schmidt relation with α = 1.4 from Kennicutt (1998).
log(ΣSFR,70) = 1.38× log(Σgas)− 3.49 (6.4)
One contributing factor to the difference in star formation rates (the differing verti-
cal offsets between the star formation tracers and the extragalactic Kennicutt-Schmidt
relation) may be attributed to differences in the star formation histories assumed when
calibrating the star formation rate indicator. The Kennicutt & Evans (2012) relation is
intended to average star formation rates over kiloparsec scales in galaxies where the hot
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dust responsible for the 24 µm emission is representative of the stars that have formed
over approximately the last 100 Myr. The duration of star formation in the individ-
ual 4th Quadrant regions is expected to be on the order of 5 Myr or less. A factor
of 20 difference in the age of the stellar populations traced corresponds to a maximum
shift of ΣSFR = 1.3 M Myr−1 pc−2 which would move the 4th Quadrant points into
the range corresponding to the c2d and GBS star formation rates. The Murphy et al.
(2011) calibration for the star formation rate was intended to trace more recent star
formation history and predicts star formation rates intermediate between the Kennicutt-
Schmidt relation and the c2d and GBS star formation rates. The slope of the 70 µm star
formation rate tracer matches what would be expected for the extragalactic Kennicutt-
Schmidt relation, but as we saw in Chapter 4 the star formation rates determined by
this tracer are significantly lower in massive star forming regions than the star formation
rates derived from the stellar census.
To investigate the effect of timescales and star formation history on the star forma-
tion rate we have computed Starburst99 models (Leitherer et al., 2014) for the cases
of constant star formation rate and an instantaneous burst of star formation, shown in
Figure 6.3. For the instantaneous burst we computed models for total stellar mass of
10,000 M (blue), 15,000 M (green), 30,000 M (orange), 50,000 M (red) and 75,000
M (magenta). We also computed models for constant star formation rates of 1,000 M
Myr−1 (dotted), 2,000 M Myr−1 (dot-dot-dash), 3,000 M Myr−1 (dot-dash), 5,000
M Myr−1 (dashed) and 10,000 M Myr−1 (solid black line). The constant star forma-
tion rate models essentially level off to a constant level of ionizing photon flux (Fγ,HI)
after approximately 4 Myr. On timescales longer than this, for a given (constant) star
formation rate you will always observe a constant ionizing photon flux or tracer, such as
70 µm luminosity.
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Figure 6.3 Ionizing photons vs. time from Starburst 99 models. The constant star
formation rate models (plotted in black) are for 1000, 2000, 3000, 5000, and
10,000 M Myr−1. The instantaneous burst of star formation models (solid
colored lines) show the ionizing photons vs. time for total stellar mass of
104, 1.5× 104, 3× 104, 5× 104, and 7.5× 104 M. The bump in the ionizing
photon flux for the instantaneous burst models around 3 Myr marks the
onset of supernovae within the cloud.
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As a test case we can compare NGC 6334 (the region with the best total estimate
of stellar population mass and age) with these models. Recent studies by the Massive
Young Star-Forming Complex Study in Infrared and X-ray (MYSTIX) team find the
median age of the distributed stellar population in NGC 6334 is 1.9 Myr with an upper
limit of approximately 4 Myr. Most of the clusters along the central ridge have ages
between 0.6 and 1.1 Myr (Getman et al., 2013). The log flux of ionizing photons in NGC
6334 is 50.04 s−1 from 2.7 GHz radio continuum emission (Russeil et al., 2012). Based
on the Starburst99 models, this corresponds to a constant star formation rate of 1,000
M Myr−1 if measured at times greater than 4 Myr.
The combined Spitzer, near-infrared and x-ray surveys of this region identified > 3800
individual sources with observational limits of between 0.5 and 1 M. Assuming a
standard IMF this results in a total stellar population for NGC 6334 of 10,000 to 15,000
M. The instantaneous burst models of 10,000 to 15,000 M produce log(FHI) ∼ 50
at 4 - 5 Myr, significantly older than the age of the majority of the stars. The mass of
stars, the age of the stellar population, and the flux of ionizing photons all indicate that
the star formation history of NGC 6334 is complex. Although not a perfect fit, the burst
model of star formation appears to be a better fit for the total stellar mass of NGC 6334.
6.2.1 Star Formation Tracers in the Gould Belt Clouds
We have also selected 10 Gould Belt star forming regions from the Heiderman et al.
(2010) sample to compare the star formation rates from the Spitzer YSO counts to the
mid-infrared star formation tracers. Due to the larger angular extent of these regions we
use the IRAS observations at 12, 25, 60 and 100 µm, interpolating between 60 and 100
µm using the same method from Calzetti et al. (2010) that we used for G351 to infer
the 70 µm luminosity. The flux for each of these regions was measured in a polygonal
aperture matching the area at the AV = 2 contour from Ward-Thompson et al. (2007).
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Figure 6.4 Comparison of mid-infrared Star Formation Rate Tracers and YSO-based
star formation rates for nearby star forming regions in the Gould Belt.
In each panel the black dots mark the location of the c2d and GBS
YSO-based star formation rates. The diamonds show ΣSFR,12, the open
circles mark ΣSFR,24 for the Kennicutt (2012) calibration, the boxes mark
ΣSFR,24 for the Murphy (2011) calibration and the stars mark ΣSFR,70 us-
ing the Calzetti (2010) calibration. The solid line marks the extragalactic
Kennicutt-Schmidt relation with α = 1.4 from Kennicutt (1998).
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The mid-infrared extragalactic star formation tracers are known to be non-linear
below L < 1042erg s−1 (Calzetti et al., 2010). Figure 6.4 shows the wide dispersion
in star formation rate surface density vs. gas surface density that we see in these low
mass regions. Despite the scatter, one trend is clear: the star formation rates from the
YSO counts are significantly higher for every case but the ΣSFR,24µm calibration from
Murphy et al. (2011). Although most of the mid-infrared emission in our 4th Quadrant
star forming regions traces the local radiation field from the massive stars, the 24 µm
emission from many of the Gould Belt regions is instead dominated by the interstellar
radiation field. As we might expect, star formation rate tracers that are calibrated
relative to the presence of young massive stars do not provide a sensitive measurement
of the star formation rate for molecular clouds that do not form many (if any) massive
stars.
6.2.2 The Impact of Time Scales on the Measurement of Star Formation
Rates
Using the mid-infrared star formation rate tracers we find ΣSFR,IR in massive star
forming regions that are a factor of a few to ten times lower than ΣSFR,stars indicated
by a complete stellar census (including the pre-main sequence stars and massive young
clusters). The time scales of star formation are critical to understanding the calibration
of these star formation tracers as well as deriving the right star formation rate within
a giant molecular cloud. The star formation rate tracers in external galaxies trace the
heated dust on large scales. A significant fraction of the ionizing photons will escape a
given star forming region, particularly at times greater than the typical 2 - 5 Myr period
of the most active star formation in a given cloud. This flux leaks out to the rest of the
galaxy, heating up the more diffusely distributed gas and dust which then radiates in the
infrared.
Although most of the O stars will disappear within the first 10 Myr or so after
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formation, the less massive (but more numerous) B stars will continue churning out
ionizing radiation. In addition, although star formation in one particular cloud will cease,
another cloud in the galaxy will condense and begin forming its own complement of O
stars, keeping the total ionizing radiation flux relatively constant over long timescales.
If no major disruptions occur (e.g. a close interaction or merger with another galaxy
that induces more compression in the gas), the star formation rate surface density will
be relatively constant within a given galaxy over timescales of 100 Myr, as long as the
size scale considered is sufficiently large. Therefore, when studying the star formation
rate averaged over large scales in a galaxy the flux that is considered to be associated
with “recent” star formation activity that is probed by the star formation rate tracers
corresponds to time scales of up to 20 - 50 times longer than the star formation time
scale of an individual molecular cloud. This provides one potential explanation for why
there is a discrepancy between the stellar census and star formation tracer star formation
rates. However, the maximum discrepancy predicted due to this effect is much larger
than the observed discrepancy.
Another potential explanation for the discrepancy between ΣSFR,IR and ΣSFR,stars is
that a fraction of the ionizing radiation leaks out of a particular Galactic cloud and will
not be accounted for by a specific monochromatic mid- or far-infrared star formation rate
tracer. This radiation can be measured using higher energy measurements of the ionizing
photon flux such as the Hα emission. Combined UV / Hα / infrared star formation
tracers should be better at matching the star formation rate from a stellar census, and
are an important avenue of further study to understand this observed discrepancy.
6.3 YSO Traced Milky Way Kennicutt-Schmidt Relation
We see from the Gould Belt clouds that the star formation rate from a complete
stellar census is generally higher than the star formation rate from the mid-infrared
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tracers. Figure 6.5 shows the Kennicutt-Schmidt relation including Σstars for our sample
of massive star forming regions. If we leave the stellar census uncorrected for the highly
reddened / embedded population and include no correction for young stars without
significant infrared excess, we find that the star formation rate expected in these massive
Galactic star forming regions is approximately at the level that would be predicted by
the Kennicutt-Schmidt relation based on their gas surface densities (left panel). Using
our results from NGC 6334 for the completeness of the YSO selection criteria we include
a correction for the ‘missing’ fraction of the stellar population, and also add in the mass
in crowded young clusters that are less than the 2 Myr time frame assumed for the plot.
Including these corrections, the star formation rate increases relative to the gas surface
density, particularly for the regions NGC 6334 (where we have the most wavelength
coverage and the x-ray data) and for G305, where the crowded massive young clusters
contain a significant amount of mass relative to the distributed YSO population.
Figure 6.5 The Kennicutt-Schmidt Relation for the 4th Quadrant Star Forming Re-
gions. The left panel shows ΣSFR using the fit to the total mass of the
observed YSO population. The right panel includes a correction for sources
that are too red/embedded to be detected in the near-infrared (based on
the recovery rates from NGC 6334) and stellar mass contained within ad-
ditional young stars that were either too crowded and/or had insufficient
infrared excess to be identified as Class I or II YSOs. The solid line shows
the extragalactic Kennicutt-Schmidt relation with α=1.4.
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The star formation rate from this corrected stellar census suggests that there may
be a power-law trend between the gas surface density and the star formation rate in
Galactic star forming stretching from the low gas surface density end (where low-mass
star forming regions appear) up through the extreme case of “mini-starburst” regions in
the upper right quadrant. The spread in ΣSFR vs. Σgas in Milky Way clouds is quite
high, similar to the spread observed in high resolution studies of other galaxies.
After applying the corrections to the observed stellar census in each region we find
that ΣSFR is significantly higher for G305 and NGC 6334. One possibility is that these
methods were insufficient to recover the stellar population for the other star forming
regions in the 4th Quadrant sample. However, similar spread is observed for the GBS
and c2d clouds, although there the majority of the clouds are found at the higher, rather
than lower, relative star formation rate. Given that the star formation history is known
to be non-uniform, it is possible that NGC 6334 and G305 are undergoing (or have
recently undergone) a ‘burst’ of star formation, while the other clouds may have a more
constant star formation history. If this explanation is correct then the next question to
address is what causes clouds to undergo such an intense period of star formation.
6.4 Summary
The exact star formation rate and gas surface density within each of these regions
has a significant amount of uncertainty due to completeness issues and the inherent dif-
ficulties in determining gas surface densities. However, we have determined that massive
star forming regions extend to higher average gas surface densities than those primarily
forming low mass stars, indicating that massive star forming regions will typically have
a larger fraction of their mass above a star formation critical density / threshold. In
addition, the star formation activity also tends to be more concentrated in massive star
forming regions, leading to higher star formation rate surface densities. These two factors
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indicate that high mass star forming regions bridge between previous results determined
for low mass star forming regions and the extremely compact ”mini-starburst” regions
such as W43 and G035.
Star formation rates determined from direct counts of the young stellar population are
typically up to an order of magnitude higher than the star formation rates derived from
star formation rate tracers calibrated from external galaxies. This suggests that the offset
between the observed extragalactic Kennicutt-Schmidt relation and similar observations
for resolved Galactic star forming regions persists for high mass star forming regions, but
is indicative of observational biases rather than a physical difference in star formation
process between the Milky Way and other galaxies.
There are many potential explanations for why the star formation rate tracers chosen
would lead to lower star formation rates per unit gas mass in extragalactic studies. One
implicit observational bias relates to the types of Galactic star forming regions selected
for this analysis. The Milky Way regions selected are all chosen for their star forming
activity, while extragalactic studies average out the individual clouds over kilo-parsec
scales. The low resolution studies merge both clouds that are currently forming stars
and those that have little or no current star formation within the same beam, effectively
diluting the star formation rate surface density. These observables also average over
timescales much longer than the star formation lifetime of an individual molecular cloud
(10 - 100 Myr vs. 3 - 5 Myr).
Recent efforts (e.g. Lada et al. 2013; Gutermuth et al. 2011) have been made to
understand the origin of the Kennicutt-Schmidt relation in terms of the relationship
between that star formation rate and the gas surface density within individual clouds,
primarily focusing on the best-understood sample, the nearby clouds where the stellar
population is well resolved and reasonably complete. In Chapter 7 we will explore a
similar analysis in this sample of massive star forming regions that include areas with
higher gas surface density and more concentrated star formation activity.
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CHAPTER 7. LOCAL VARIATIONS IN STAR
FORMATION RATE AND EFFICIENCY
7.1 Introduction
Star forming regions show highly ordered structure on many scales. Many stars tend
to form in subclusters of tens, hundreds or even sometimes thousands of members. The
molecular gas, as traced by Herschel in dust emission, also shows a highly structured dis-
tribution. The dusty gas structures form a hierarchical distribution including filaments,
ridges, clumps, and cores. A filament is defined as an elongated mass distribution; the
filamentary networks of a molecular cloud can typically be described by a fractal pattern.
The characteristic filament width has consistently been observed to be approximately 0.1
pc in radius in Herschel measurements. Ridges are an extreme case of filaments char-
acterized by extremely high density and larger physical scales with a typical radius of 1
pc. The north-east region of NGC 6334 including the far-infrared sources NGC 6334 I
and I(N) is an example of a ridge (Figure 7.1). The particular arrangement of filaments
illustrated in this example is known as a “hub-filament” region, with multiple filaments
radiating away from a central point. The central regions of hub-filament systems are
typical cluster-formation sites. Clumps are dense regions with 102 to 103 M where
clusters form, while a core represents the centrally condensed site where one or a few
stars will form. Core masses are typically on the order of 10 to 102 M.
Rather than being stationary objects, many filaments show evidence of velocity both
parallel to and perpendicular to the filament’s axis. Coupled with the high gas density in
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Figure 7.1 NGC 6334 as an example of hierarchical structure within molecular clouds.
the regions these velocities translate into strong mass flows that move gas mass through
the molecular cloud, channeling it onto the filaments and then along the filaments to the
gravitational potential wells that become cores and sites of star formation.
If we take a molecular cloud to be an isolated system, we can define the efficiency of
star formation as:
SFEcloud = Mstars/(Mstars +Mgas) (7.1)
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On a smaller scale we can also look at the star formation efficiency as it varies
throughout a molecular cloud. For example, SFE for a cluster may be compared to the
gas mass of the gas clump forming the cluster.
SFEcluster = Mcluster/(Mcluster +Mgas,clump) (7.2)
As we have seen in the previous chapter, the Kennicutt-Schmidt diagram for resolved
Galactic star forming regions is plagued by observational uncertainties that render con-
clusions based on the results of Kennicutt-Schmidt studies tenuous, at best. However,
many of the assumptions and uncertainties, such as the line of sight contribution to Σgas
or the effects of missing massive young clusters, factor out when we consider how the sur-
face density of star formation (surface density of early-stage YSOs) varies as a function
of column density within a given molecular cloud complex. In this Chapter we present
the results of this analysis, as well as a more detailed analysis of the cluster-forming po-
tential and localized star formation rate and efficiency within the NGC 6334 molecular
cloud.
7.2 Sub-millimeter Clumps as a Tracer of Cluster-Forming
Gas in NGC 6334
The NGC 6334 molecular cloud includes over a dozen stellar subclusters as well as
many distinct gas and dust features on the scale of clumps and cores. A wide-field
survey by Mun˜oz et al. (2007) at 1.2 mm mapped the dusty components of NGC 6334
and found over 180 dust clumps that ranged in mass from a few tens of solar masses
to a few thousand solar masses. Many of these clumps correspond to the filamentary
structure identified by the Herschel column density maps presented in Chapter 5. We
can estimate the local efficiency of star formation at the scale of an individual clump by
comparing our YSO catalog to these dust clumps.
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Although the actual physical shape of a clump of gas or dust is highly non-isotropic,
we typically describe the size of a clump in terms of its effective radius. The stellar
sample we will consider to examine the local efficiency of star formation with NGC 6334
is the YSO sample identified by the combined 4-band IRAC criteria and the near-infrared
criteria described in Chapter 3. We limit our sample to Class I YSOs. For one reason,
due to the more restrictive criteria a Class I YSO candidate in the catalog has a lower
probability of being a contaminant object such as a background galaxy, a dusty giant
star, or a regular main sequence star erroneously selected as a YSO candidate due to
random photometric errors. Secondly, Class I YSOs tend to be located most closely
associated with the high column density filaments and clumps in star forming regions,
while the Class II populations tend to be found more widely distributed (e.g. (Megeath
et al., 2012) in Orion).
To determine the YSO population matching these regions, we have searched for Class
I YSOs within the reported effective radius of each clump. The YSOs selected cover a
0.8 square degree region centered over the star forming ridge in NGC 6334, an area that
contains 163 of the 181 dust clumps from the Mun˜oz catalog. Of these, 109 clumps
(66.9%) have no matches with detected Class I YSO candidates. The source-less clumps
have mass estimates ranging between 5 and 800 M. The other 54 clumps align with
between 1 and 25 Class I YSOs within their effective radius, with only 5 clumps con-
taining more than 10 YSOs. These clumps primarily correspond to known hot-spots of
massive star formation in NGC 6334 including: I / F (12 YSOs), I(N) (18 YSOs), II /
D (25 YSOs), IV / A (13 YSOs). The fifth clump has 18 YSO matches corresponding
to the newly identified Infrared Dark Cloud (IRDC) G350.935+0.75. G350.935+0.75 is
the Infrared Dark Cloud (IRDC) visible in Figures 2.4, 2.3, and 5.2 located towards the
southwest edge of NGC 6334. In total, 225 (60%) Of the 375 Class I YSOs are spatially
matched to a 1.2 mm dust clump.
We have estimated the mass of the YSO content associated with each dust clump
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in order to look at the localized star formation efficiency in NGC 6334. We use the
population-based method described in Chapter 4 to convert from the number of YSOs
to the mass of the full population, now scaled down to examine on the order of a dozen
sources instead of the several hundred or several thousand observed across the full areas
observed in the 4th Quadrant star forming regions. In order to scale from the default
magnitudes of the model YSOs to the expected observed magnitudes for these sources
we need to account for the distance to the young stars (assumed to be the same as the
distance to the star forming region) and the average extinction along the line of sight.
For these clumps we take the average column density to be the mass of the clump divided
by the area corresponding to the effective cloud radius. We then use this to estimate the
mass in YSOs detected within each clump. We can also use the same Kroupa IMF fitting
method that was used previously for the full-cloud YSO population. However, due to
the small number of sources detected in the clumps this results in increased uncertainty
in the derived mass ranges.
Figure 7.2 shows the distribution of the number of detected candidate Class I YSOs
versus the estimated average column density of each clump as determined by the re-
ported mass and effective radius from Mun˜oz et al. (2007). The clumps without YSO
counterparts are all located at low densities below 5×1022 cm−2, although there appears
to be little to no correlation between the number of sources and the column density of
the clump when matches were found. This supports results found in (Rygl et al., 2013)
of a minimum column density 4 - 5 ×1022 cm−2 necessary for star formation. The known
sites of massive star formation I/F, I(N), II/D, III are highlighted with boxes and NGC
6334 IV/A and V are highlighted with stars Their average column densities are generally
consistent with the predicted 1023 cm−2 threshold for massive star formation suggested
by Krumholz & McKee (2008). The IRDC G350 is marked with a circle and hosts 18
Class I YSO matches, but has an overall average density lower than the threshold for
massive star formation.
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Figure 7.2 For each 1.2 mm dust clump from Mun˜oz et al. (2007) we plot the number
density of matching Class I YSOs vs. the average clump column density.
Four of the five clumps with more than 10 YSO matches correspond to
previously known sites of massive star formation activity: NGC 6334 I,
I(N), II/D, III (marked with boxes) The fifth clump (circled), with 18 Class
I YSO matches, corresponds to IRDC G350.935+0.75. The two starred
regions mark the sites of massive star formation (NC 6334 IV/A and NGC
6334 V) where only a small handful of YSOs were found. The dotted line
marks the theoretical cutoff for the formation of massive stars (Krumholz &
McKee, 2008) and the dashed line marks the column density threshold for
star formation from Rygl et al. (2013).
The spatial distribution of the clumps and their derived star formation efficiency is
shown in Figure 7.3. The majority of the known radio and FIR sources have very low
efficiency, SFE < 0.05. The exception to this is region NGC 6334 II which has 25
matching Class I YSOs and SFE ∼ 0.15. The age of this region has previously been
estimated as ∼ 106 yr, while the age estimates of the other FIR sources range from
∼ 105 to < 104 yr (Persi & Tapia, 2008). This suggests that the sites observed to have
low efficiency of star formation tend to be younger. Most of these sites are located
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Figure 7.3 Cluster YSOs as a function of average clump column density. The size of the
circles correspond to the number of YSO matches and the colors indicate
the efficiency (relative to the mass of the sub-mm clump).
centrally on the main ridge in NGC 6334. Figure 7.4 shows the most probably YSO
mass vs. the cluster mass, with the cluster forming sites highlighted according to the
same scheme as Figure 7.2. Across the range of clump masses found in NGC 6334 most
of the star formation activity is fit by an upper limit of SFE ∼ 0.35. Every clump that
has detectable YSOs is at or above the SFE = 0.15 level. The global efficiency of most
molecular clouds is SFEglobal ' 0.02− 0.03. This difference makes sense; once material
has condensed sufficiently to host sites of star and cluster formation, the local efficiency
within that material increased significantly relative to the rest of the cloud.
If the central sites meet this same efficiency, their large mass reservoirs indicate that
the central ridge of NGC 6334 will develop into massive clusters containing up to 104M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additional mass in stars over the next 105 − 106 years.
Figure 7.4 The Class I YSO Cluster Mass vs. Clump Mass. The solid line marks 50%,
the dot-dash line marks 35% and the dashed line is at 15% efficiency.
7.3 The Local Schmidt Law within Massive Galactic Star
Forming Regions
Recent studies have focused on resolved star formation within the Galaxy or on
small scales within other galaxies in the context of understanding the applicability of the
Kennicutt-Schmidt relation on small scales. Taken as a whole, the nearby (low-mass) star
forming regions seem to have star formation rates several times higher than the extra-
galactic Kennicutt-Schmidt relation would predict for their average gas surface densities
(Heiderman et al., 2010). In one of the most recent studies of the Kennicutt-Schmidt
relation in external galaxies, Faesi et al. (2014) found that the Kennicutt-Schmidt re-
lation breaks down on small scales when comparing between different giant molecular
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clouds. In our work on a sample of six massive star forming regions within our galaxy,
we find that there is a weak trend towards a shifted Kennicutt-Schmidt relation and
that the apparent offset between the Milky Way and external galaxies could be due to
observational biases.
We know that the star formation rate history of molecular clouds is not a simple
case of either a constant star formation rate at all times, or an instantaneous burst that
immediately forms a large population of stars. Instead, the process of star formation
begins and ends, and the total rate and efficiency of the activity vary while it is ongoing.
The interplay between the stellar feedback and the diffuse material in the molecular
cloud sculpt the cloud, compressing some gas and dispersing other portions causing the
star formation rate to vary within a given cloud at a particular time.
Due to these complexities, it has been proposed that to study the physical origin of
the Kennicutt-Schmidt relation we should compare ΣSFR vs. Σgas as it varies within
an individual molecular cloud. This study was done for 8 of the nearby low-mass star
forming regions of the GBS and c2d sample by Gutermuth et al. (2011). Here the gas
surface density was probed by creating extinction maps based on the near-infrared and
IRAC colors. The local star formation rate used the same method as the average over
the whole cloud, ΣSFR,c2d+GBS = (NY SO × 0.5M)/(2Myr). Gutermuth et al. used the
total of both Class I and Class II YSOs within the extinction contour being considered.
The maximum extinction probed using this method was AV ∼ 40. Gutermuth et al.
observed a power-law relation with ΣSFR = Σ
α
gas, but did not observe a uniform value
across all the clouds. The power-law index ranged from 1.37± 0.03 to 3.8 + 0.1 and the
correlation was weak in most clouds.
In 2013 Lada et al. did a similar study for a sample of 4 nearby clouds; the Taurus
molecular cloud, the California molecular cloud, and Orion A and Orion B. Their study
focused only on the number of YSOs as a function of column density, where the column
density was again traced by near- and mid-infrared extinction maps. As Class II YSOs are
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expected to be significantly older, on average, than Class I YSOs this study looked only
at the Class I YSOs within each column density contour. This study found ΣY SO = Σ
α
gas
where α = 2.04±0.01 for Orion A, Taurus, and California and α = 3.30±0.21 for Orion
B. The overall scatter was decreased relative to the Gutermuth study that involved both
Class I and Class II YSOs.
We have performed a similar analysis of ΣY SO vs. Σgas and ΣSFR vs. Σgas within
our star forming regions. By using the Herschel column density maps we are able to
probe the column density to higher extinction (AV > 100). We again compare the results
from using two different methods to determine the star formation rate; both an average
stellar mass (similar to that used in Gutermuth et al. (2011)) and method we developed
to derive the star formation rate from the portion of the observed stellar population
assumed to be complete.
Figure 7.5 YSO Surface Density vs. gas column density in 4th Quadrant Star Forming
Regions. The green points are for G326-6, the blue for G326-4, the orange
for G351, the magenta for NGC 6334, the red for G333 and the black are
for G305.
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Overall, the star forming regions G326-4 (blue) and G326-6 (green) show higher star
formation rate at low column densities in Figure 7.5. This may be an indication that these
regions have a higher relative fraction of contamination in the YSO sample from objects
such as giant stars and background galaxies. All of the regions display comparatively low
density of YSOs at low column densities, picking up substantially at column densities
between AV ∼ 5 and AV ∼ 20. One common result of previous star formation studies
has been the determination that AV ∼ 8 is the threshold for star formation; above this
density within a cloud star formation will typically progress according to what might
be expected for a Schmidt Law. Below this density, star formation will be weak or
suppressed.
The extinction is much lower in the infrared than it is at optical wavelengths. Studies
of the mid-infrared extinction law find that AK ∼ 0.1AV and A3.6 ∼ 0.6AK (Flaherty
et al., 2007). This means that for every magnitude of visual extinction we have about
0.06 magnitudes of extinction at 3.6 µm. So when AV = 15, we are peering through
approximately 1 magnitude of extinction at 3.6 µm. For AV > 40 we may be looking
through 3 or more magnitudes of extinction in the near and mid-infrared. Towards high
column density portions of the cloud we are increasingly likely to miss stars because the
higher extinction increases the minimum mass that our observations are sensitive too.
We see this effect in Figure 7.5. The surface density of YSOs reaches a peak around (or
before) AV = 40 in our six massive star forming regions. We run out of both YSOs and
areas with high column density in most of our star forming regions. In NGC 6334, we
have a large area with high column density where we see the surface density of YSOs
plummet beyond the peak.
The decrease in YSO density at the higher column densities suggests that we need to
account for extinction when we turn our YSO counts into a star formation rate estimate
– our samples will suffer from incompleteness as we increase to higher column densities.
Our method to determine the star formation rate based on the number of YSOs observed
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Figure 7.6 The local Schmidt Law in the 4th Quadrant Star Forming Regions. The
green points are for G326-6, the blue for G326-4, the orange for G351,
the magenta for NGC 6334, the red for G333 and the black are for
G305. The dotted line shows the best fit to the data above the proposed
Σgas > 200 M pc−2 star formation threshold. The red dotted line extrap-
olates this relation up to higher gas density. The dashed line shows the
extragalactic Kennicutt-Schmidt relation with α = 1.4. The green stars
mark the location of the reported values for the mini-starburst regions G035
and W43.
brighter than the magnitude at which the sample is complete includes a correction for
the average extinction towards the stars. We used the method described in Chapter 4 to
determine the star formation rate described by the YSOs observed at each AV contour
by assuming that each star was observed behind an extinction given by the minimum
value of that extinction contour. As we increase to higher column densities the total
number of stars (both observed and unobserved) decreases, increasing the relative error
on these measurements.
In Figure 7.6 we examine log(ΣY SO) vs. log(Σgas) above 150 M pc−2, equivalent to
the AV ∼ 8 threshold for star formation from the literature. We fit a linear relation to
the data above Σgas ∼ 200 M pc−2, shown as the black dotted line. The red dotted
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line extrapolates this fit out to higher column densities. We find α = 2.15± 0.16 above
the critical density. The dashed line shows the extragalactic Kennicutt-Schmidt relation
from Kennicutt (1998) for α = 1.4. The slope for log(ΣY SO) vs. log(Σgas) above AV > 2
(Σgas ∼ 50 M pc−2) is α = 1.59 ± 0.10, and for AV > 1 we find α = 1.37 ± 0.09. It is
interesting to note that the two mini-starburst regions from Motte et al. (2012), W43 and
G035 fall several sigma above the prediction from the 4th Quadrant relation. However,
the star formation rates and gas surface densities for these regions were derived using
different methodlogies this finding may not be signficant.
Figure 7.7 The local Schmidt Law in the 4th Quadrant Star Forming Regions. The
green points are for G326-6, the blue for G326-4, the orange for G351, the
magenta for NGC 6334, the red for G333 and the black are for G305. The
dotted lines give the best fit power-law in each region with the spectral index
given in Table 7.1.
We fit a power-law to ΣSFR vs. Sigmagas within each molecular cloud individually,
beginning with the AV > 2 contour and continuing in steps of logAV = 0.25 to the
maximum density in the map. Each cloud is well-fit by a power-law over this range with
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Table 7.1 4th Quadrant Star Formation Rate vs. Gas Density Within Individual Clouds
Region α
G305 2.50± 0.04
G326.6 1.77± 0.04
G326.4 1.91± 0.05
G333 2.86± 0.03
G351 2.30± 0.03
NGC 6334 2.08± 0.08
1.77 < α < 2.86, with the best-fit for each cloud given in Table 7.1. No significant differ-
ence is seen in the different regions above AV > 8 relative to AV > 2. However, the star
formation rates are particularly uncertain towards higher column densities where addi-
tional data from longer-wavelength observations would assist in recovering the extremely
embedded sources.
7.4 Summary
The star formation in a molecular cloud is closely associated with the dense gas and
dust that takes the form of filaments, ridges, clumps and cores. The velocity gradients
along filaments suggest that they function to feed mass into clumps and cores where
the star formation is taking place. Regions at the receiving end of these mass flows,
such as the NGC 6334 I and I(N) regions represent relatively un-evolved regions where
the current star formation rate is highest. Due to their relative youth the star formation
efficiency in these areas is perceived to be very low. Regions that have already exhausted
a larger fraction of the local gas appear to have much higher star formation efficiency,
such as the G350 cloud at the southwest of NGC 6334.
Within individual clouds, ΣSFR = Σ
2.15±0.16
gas once the gas becomes dense enough for
star formation to proceed. This is true both for low mass clouds that form only a handful
of stars as well as giant molecular clouds that form complements of thousands of stars,
including some of the most active GMCs in our galaxy. On the large scale, the process
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of star formation is occurring in the same manner from low density through high density
portions of molecular clouds. In star forming regions with high star formation rate, we
are not sampling something different in how the stars themselves form. Instead, clouds
that appear to have a high relative star formation rate in the Kennicutt-Schmidt diagram
indicate clouds that have a current or recent high fraction of dense gas. The reported
values for the extreme examples of star formation called mini-starburst regions do deviate
from this relation, so more data will be needed to determine if that reflects a physical
difference in the star formation process in the densest environments.
When we consider a critical density for star formation, we typically use extinction
and column density measurements that trace the projected two-dimensional structure of
the cloud. In reality, star formation takes place within three-dimensional structures in
the cloud, or even 4 dimensional if we consider that both the stellar distribution and the
material of the cloud change and redistribute as a function of time. We should keep the
different projection and time-dependent star formation rate effects in mind as a potential
explanation for the apparent variation of the critical density for star formation between
different star forming regions.
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CHAPTER 8. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
8.1 Summary and Implications
This dissertation addresses the question: is the process of star formation universal?
We investigate this question by looking at the macro-scale view of Galactic star for-
mation, taking the raw materials (gas and dust) as our input and comparing it to the
output (stars and starlight). Prior work has developed a large body of knowledge about
how stars form in relative isolation in small to moderate sized molecular clouds close
to the Sun. Extragalactic observations tackle the questions of how star formation has
progressed across cosmological time scales and how different galaxies form stars. By
studying massive star forming regions within our Galaxy we are able to bridge between
these two regimes of star formation to help determine whether the process of star forma-
tion is universal, or whether stars form differently within massive star forming regions.
We have examined six star forming regions, all hosts of both massive stars and clusters
of low mass stars. By combining observations in the near-infrared with observations
from the Spitzer space telescope at 3.6 and 4.5 µm we are able to identify thousands of
candidate young stellar objects. Due to the distance of the regions and the effects of
bright nebular emission our observations are complete only for stars with approximately
1 M and higher, although a fraction of the lower mass stars are detected in each region.
We have developed and applied multiple methods of determining the star formation
rate for a giant molecular cloud and find that the best method is to perform a stellar
census. If the census does not have the resolution or sensitivity necessary to resolve
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all the sources then the best way to determine the associated star formation rate is to
determine the stellar mass of the assembled population of observed young stars, and use
a model for the expected distribution of masses to extend to cover the full range of stars
that would form.
We use extinction maps and column density measurements from Herschel far infrared
observations to map the gas surface density in our sample of massive star forming regions.
We find that the Herschel observations are able to provide a higher dynamic range view
of the dust (and associated gas) structures within these clouds. We measure the overall
gas surface density of these clouds above the AV = 2 contour to compare with results
from the c2d and GBS studies of nearby and relatively low mass clouds. The average
Σgas is higher in the 4th Quadrant massive molecular cloud sample than the lower mass
clouds from c2d or GBS.
We obtained archival observations of these regions in the mid- and far-infrared. We
compare their monochromatic luminosities at specific wavelengths (12, 24 and 70 µm) to
the calibrated star formation rates that are used in external galaxies. We find that the
12 and 24 µm tracers typically under-predict that star formation rate in these regions,
even relative to the extragalactic Kennicutt-Schmidt relation. Using the monochromatic
70 µm luminosity as a star formation rate tracer we reproduce the observed extragalactic
Kennicutt-Schmidt relation here in the Milky Way, but these star formation rates are
significantly lower than the star formation rates for the same molecular clouds from a
stellar census. This discrepancy holds for most of the clouds even without correcting the
observed YSO population for incompleteness due to crowding and sources that are too
red to be detected in our observations between J and 4.5 µm (the exceptions are G333
and G305, the most distant regions where the incompleteness is most severe).
This difference between the extragalactic star formation tracers and the star forma-
tion rates from the stellar census does not indicate that the extragalactic star formation
rate tracers are wrong when they are put to their intended use – other galaxies. Instead,
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this emphasizes that the star formation history of a system has substantial influence on
its observable properties. In external galaxies our low resolution smooths over the star
formation in individual GMCs and captures the emission from dust that has been heated
by multiple generations of stars that have formed over timescales of approximately 100
Myr. In our Galaxy the lifetime of a typical GMC is typically on the order of 20 Myr,
and the majority of the stellar component of a GMC typically forms with 3 - 5 Myr
(before the GMC has been dispersed by the feedback from the high mass stars).
These effects also explain the offset seen between ΣSFR vs. Σgas for nearby (low-mass)
star forming regions and the extragalactic Kennicutt-Schmidt relation. When we observe
these star forming regions in our own Galaxy, we are introducing an observational bias by
selecting only clouds that are actively forming stars. When we average over the full disk
of a star forming galaxy we merge both clouds with star formation (and clouds without)
in our beam, effectively diluting ΣSFR into a larger mass reservoir. If we move to higher
resolution studies of external galaxies or lower resolution within the Milky Way, we see
that there is a large range in possible ΣSFR for a given Σgas.
If we instead turn to higher resolution within the Milky Way we can start to see the
effect of the underlying physics of the star formation process: regardless of the total star
formation activity in a cloud, the star formation rate has a power-law dependence on
the column density within an individual cloud. For both low-mass/low-activity nearby
molecular clouds and the 4th Quadrant GMCs we find that ΣSFR ∝ Σ∼2gas. The reported
values for the mini-starburst regions deviate from this relation, but due to the different
methodologies used this difference may not be significant. This suggests the underlying
physical processes are the same in each region, and the overwhelming driving force of
higher star formation activity is simply a larger and denser reservoir of gas. The events
that lead to the formation of these larger mass reservoirs and the conditions that pre-
cipitate the formation of the most extreme starburst clusters remain open for future
study.
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8.2 Directions of Future Work
8.2.1 Earliest Stages of Star Formation with the Submillimeter Array
Recent work has shown that the formation of high and intermediate mass stars may
progress via an intermediate mass stage among dense cores spaced at regular intervals
along dark clouds and filaments, such as in G28.34+0.06 (G28) (Zhang et al., 2009;
Wang et al., 2011). These sites are typically found in IRDCs ≥ 103M. Most of these
well studied IRDCs are relatively isolated, and there are several major questions to be
addressed. How would the formation of sources in an IRDC differ in an active Galactic
environment? How do the embedded sources in a subcluster evolve with time? Do they
accrete enough mass to become high-mass stars? What impact do the massive young
stars have on the surrounding medium and the formation of subsequent generations of
stars?
55"55"
Figure 8.1 G350.935+0.75 with Spitzer IRAC, MIPS, and Herschel from 8.0 - 70 µm
on the left and 3.6 - 8.0 µm on the right displaying the same field of view.
A regularly spaced chain of embedded sources can be seen in red on the
left. On the right, the knots of 4.5 µm emission shows up as green spots
throughout the IRDC.
One future direction is to investigate these questions by examining the IRDC G350
and associated YSO subcluster located in NGC 6334 and highlighted in Figure 8.1. We
have proposed for and obtained multiple observations (“tracks”) of this IRDC using the
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Submillimeter Array (SMA) in both the compact and extended configurations. During
the fall of 2013 we obtained a track in extended configuration, in non-ideal weather
conditions. Despite these limitations, these preliminary observations (shown in figure 8.2)
reveal numerous continuum sources within the cores and evidence for multiple outflows.
Due to the promising nature of the preliminary observations we obtained 2 additional
tracks each in the compact and extended arrays to enable us to complete our observation
with the required sensitivity and uv coverage. The tracks were observed in the spring of
2014.
Continuum
20"
Figure 8.2 A zoomed-in view of the Herschel 70 µm image of G350 with contours show-
ing continuum emission from our preliminary reduction of the observations
at 230 GHz with the SMA compact configuration.
G350 provides a valuable opportunity to examine multiple stages of massive-star for-
mation within relatively short spatial scales and to help address some of the outstanding
questions about the evolution of massive stars within IRDCs. G350 is also a factor of
4 or more closer than other IRDCs (e.g. G28, G10.3) where adjacent cores with very
different ages and evolutionary stages have been found, providing much better spatial
resolution and sensitivity. In contrast to G28, the environment outside G350 is far from
quiescent given the (at minimum) dozen of already-formed OB stars. G350 allows us
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to address whether the potential environmental effects, such as increased turbulence or
external heating have impacted the embedded star formation activity.
With the SMA we will examine the temperature gradients throughout the cloud to
determine the roles played by internal and external heating on the star formation activity
and probe the gas kinematics to estimate the role played by turbulent motions. Multiple
sites of excess 4.5 µm emission and extended CO(2-1) structures throughout the region
indicate molecular outflows. Studying these outflows in SiO and CO will allow us to
estimate the dynamical ages of the most active embedded sources. Combining this with
the age estimates for the previously detected protostars will allow us to build up a picture
of how the star formation process has progressed within G350. We will measure the
degree of fragmentation in the cores by determining the multiplicity of sources detected
in the high resolution extended array observations. This study will enable detailed study
of subcluster formation within a giant molecular cloud complex.
8.2.2 Intermediate Mass Emission Line Stars as a Probe of Disk Dispersal
The disk fraction (number of stars with infrared excess in a given stellar population)
has been shown to be significantly smaller for intermediate mass stars (with > 1.5 M)
relative to low mass stars. This provides observational evidence that the disk dispersal
lifetimes of intermediate mass stars are shorter. However, as we have discussed in this
dissertation it can be difficult to robustly characterize small levels of intrinsic infrared
excess for stars in distant GMCs where photometric uncertainty and crowding introduce
false positives that can far outnumber true disk-bearing sources. One method to identify
young stars without infrared excess is to look for x-ray point sources. Another method
is to use emission line measurements to confirm possible disk-bearing stars.
The Herbig Ae/Be class of stars represent a more evolved stage of formation of
intermediate mass stars, analogous to the T Tauri stage for low mass stars. The strength
of R band emission lines such as Hα and [OI]6300 have been found to correlate with
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the infrared excess for a sample of nearby Herbig Ae/Be stars (Herna´ndez et al., 2004).
Therefore, we can use emission line stars as another method to identify candidate cluster
members. We have observed our six 4th Quadrant massive star forming regions with a
narrowband Brγ filter, and we can use this data set to identify emission line stars. In
addition, there are calibrations for the star formation rate based on Brγ luminosity (e.g.
Davies et al. 1998) that we can compare to our far-infrared star formation tracers.
8.2.3 Broadening the Sample of Massive Star Forming Regions
Extensive data sets from the near- to the far-infrared provide the data necessary to
study the Kennicutt-Schmidt relation across a large portion of our galaxy. First, these
data sets will enable the identification of the stellar components of a large sample of
star forming regions across the Milky Way Galaxy. The far-infrared observations from
various Herschel programs can be used to study the column density structure. This
sample will provide a more robust measurement of the range of ΣSFR and Σgas that exist
in our galaxy. Additionally, with the larger and more uniform sample we will be able
to better constrain whether there is a column density threshold for the formation of low
mass and/or high mass stars.
8.2.4 Defining a Burst: Characterizing the Origin of a Rapid and Efficient
Period of Star Formation
The origin of the most massive clusters in the Galaxy, such as Arches, Quintuplet,
is not well known. Recently, the term “mini-starburst” has been coined to describe
features such as a molecular ridge where the gas surface density and star formation rate
are highly concentrated over areas of approximately 10 pc2. The star forming region
W43 located at the intersection of the Galactic Bar and the Scutum-Centaurus spiral
arm contains a compact cluster with several massive O and Wolf-Rayet stars. W43 also
contains additional ridges of highly dense gas that may be capable of generating another
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similar cluster in the near future.
Even this extreme case of W43 seems to match the ΣSFR vs. Σgas relation that we
observe for the massive star forming regions in our 4th Quadrant sample. This indicates
that a high fraction of dense gas is necessary in order to trigger a rapid burst of star
formation. The distribution of column density for a particular cloud, called a column
density PDF, typically has a log-normal distribution with a power-law tail at high column
densities. The break point where the distribution becomes a power law is different for
different clouds and is indicative of the different structure (and different overall dense
gas fraction) seen in different clouds.
There is some indication from recent work by the Herschel HOBYS team that some
molecular clouds have a double power-law tail (Schneider et al., 2014). These regions
have column density distributions that flatten out towards high densities, meaning that
they overall have a larger fraction of dense gas. One example of a region with this double
power-law tail behavior is NGC 6334.
We can combine column density PDFs with the star formation rates from the stellar
census. If the features of the column density PDF drive the star formation activity, we
would expect to see the rapid star formation (‘burst’ mode) in regions that have the
double power-law tail. In regions with ‘normal’ star formation, we would expect to see
a more constant rate of star formation over a longer period of time.
To help address the driving conditions of these regions with double power-law tails
we would want to also acquire velocity measurements for the molecular gas. Dynamic
processes such as merging mass flows may be the source of high density features such
as ridges that lead to bursts of star formation. In addition, velocity data will help
with placing the clouds at the correct position in the Galaxy along the line of sight.
Simulations of star formation rate in molecular clouds from Rey-Raposo and Dobbs
(2014, in prep) show that the shear forces encountered by a molecular cloud that has
left a spiral arm drive the star formation rate and efficiency higher over a short period
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of time.
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